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A move by University of Florida President .
Charles Young to bow out of a new organization
meant to unite Florida's 11
public university presidents
has left some members
stunned.
Young, wh_o has aligned
himself with Florida State
University President Sandy
D'Alemberte, intends on .
withdrawing , from the infor~ · State
University'
mal
Presidents AssGciation if its
members move ahead with
Hitt
plans to hire an exeooiivedirector and a secretarial '·
·staff.
The association, which currently .is led by
UCF President John Hitt, learned about Young's
decision through statements he made~ to the
PLEASE SEE

•
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·SGA buys students

•

a safe ride home
.
1t

;

Service picks
students up from
downtown bars,
campus locations
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA
STAFF WRITER

Students trapped
on the side of the road
with a flat tire or stuck
at a downtown bar without a designated driver
can now rely on Student
Government
Association to pay for
cab fare home.
SGA' s Safe Ride
program has allocated
$30,000 to guarantee
students a safe way
- home from any location
that falls within a15- ·

·mile radius of UCF downtown
from ·
Orlando to Bithlo.
"We saw the need
for a safe ride home for
students," said SGA
President Marco Pena.
"There had been an
'increase in . acciclent
reports, of students getting DUls and some
date rape situations on
campus."
can
Students
redeem their free ride
home once every two
months through a Safe
Ride ticket that provides ~ pho_ne number
for students to call
when they need a ride.
"If you are ever in a
· dangerous situation,
PLEASE SEE
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·-STAFF WRITER

As bills pile higher and higher, lines of students
waiting for fjnancial aid assistance grow longer and
longer, filled with students who are pleading with
financial aid officials for explanations, for answers, for
money.
"I need $600 to pay rent by the first of the month,"
said freshman Ben Overstreet, who has-paid for books
and first month's rent .with money ·his grandmother
had to give him. Overstreet, like mauy students is still
waiting on his financial aid check to come through.
While the delay is inconvenient for students like
Overstreet, financial aid offici~s assure students that

the delay is a minor setback as a result of financial .
aid's switch to a new software.
The program is intended to be more efficient and
convenient, but it takes time to learn it, said Jay Shah;
student assistant in the financial aid department.
· While most UCF departments have spent the past
year slowly implementing. a new program called
PeopleSoft, financial aid was last one to make the
change.
As a result, the new software has stalled students'
financial aid information and continues to delay assistance checks.
.
"The core of the system is working. It's just that
PLEASE SEE
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INSIDE
Ahistori< Knight
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Stephon Lewis, assistant director in the Office of Student Financial Assistance, ariswers questions from a student Tuesday afternoon.
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600 vo·uchers available this semester
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•
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whether you've been drinking
too much, or you are in a· date
.rape situation, and you need _a
ride home, you call the number
on the voucher, tell them your
location and they will come pick
you up" said Pena.
The vouchers, which remain
valid until next year, document a
student's home address to provide the taxi driver directions to
the student's re,sidence.
"You have to go to your place
of residence," s~id Pefi.a. "We
won't take you to another bar,
but we will take you home to a
safe location -hence the name
Safe Ride," he said.
The only other location a
voucher will take a student is to
a hospital or police department.
Instead of paying cab fare
when students are picked up,

students simply hand the taxi who take advantage of the servdriver a voucher that has a max- ice, said Marcus Gould, director
imum limit of $50 and allows up of Special Projects for SGA.
to five people to . ride home on
"We'll probably end up buyone voucher on a single occa- ing 400 or 500 more," said Gould.
sion. Fifty dollars covers a trip "The program is designed to
from the farthest point, down- save lives, and there isn't any
town Orlando, to any residence amount of money greater than
that," he ·said. " within 15 miles of the campus .
"StUdents should pick up a
Gould said the next step for
voucher before they plan to use it the Safe Ride program is expan- they should just have it with sion - to extend the Safe Ride
them," he said. ·"It's kind of like programs to cover more areas,
keeping a quarter in your pocket including all of Orlando and
for making a phone call." _
branch campuses in Daytona
The program, which began Beach and Cocoa Beach .
last spring s·emester, saw 200
Students at the branch sites
students take advantage of the . pay the same activity and service
fr.ee ride in each of the past two fees that students pay at the
semesters .
main campus. Currently, the.
This semester, SGA will ini- service only exists at UCF's
tially issue 600 vouchers, and main campus in Orlando.
may buy as many as 600 more, or ·
"The same 1~-mile radius
as manY. as they need, to accom- will apply [for students at
modate the number of students branch campuses], which will be

•

. Block partying

cool, because it will cover more
of an area for them because it's
basically the whole city," he said.
"Imagine what it would be like if
you could come from the airport
after Christmas Break on your
Safe Ride voucher - it saves a
student 50 bucks."
Gould said he would also
like to extend the service to students at branch campuses in
Daytona Beach
Cocoa Beach
who
But expansion may not be
immediately feasible after the
$60,000 budget to purchase
vouchers was cut in half followiiig last year's Sept. 11 attacks.
Vouchers also were temporarily unavailable for students
the first few weeks of school this
year after the program's contract ·ended. Weeks passed
before a new contract was
signed to make the program

and

operational again.
Many students said they
were unaware the program even
existed, citing a lack of promotion and information on SGA'.s
part.
"I've actually never heard of
the vouchers, but it's a good
idea," said freshman Mahsa
Shekari. "1 think they should do
something to let stUdents know
about the prograi:p., maybe pass
out flyers to the thousands .of
people who walk out of the
Student Union everyday."
Vouchers should be available for students again as early
as next week, and students may ·
pick them up with a valid UCF ID
at the student governinent ticket
office in the Student Union. SGA
also will host a kickoff to promote the Safe Ride program at
12 p.m. Sept. 25 in front of the
Student Union.
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Adam Caskie tosses a football during the Block Party, held on Tuesday afternoon at lake Claire Apartments. The
Brock Part featured free food and drinks, as well as sports activities.
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Beginning. Sept. 28, only current UCF students will continue to
gain free entrance to university
sporting events. Students can no
longer wave their UCF cards at the
gate, but are required to insert
thein into a card scanner that will
verify if students ,are in fact current UCF students.
Gert Garman, the athletic
department's Sports Marketing
Director, said the stricter measures aim to prevent non-UCF students from getting into UCF athletic events for free, including alumni
who may still have UCF ID cards,
and people who pass off other UCF
student IDs as their own
Four laptops connected to c1;1.rd
readers will verify students' enrollment. The laptops will contain a
databa.s e on current students to
verify student status through an
identification number within smart
chips on the UCF cards.
To gain free entry at games,
students must have the new UCF
cards, issued in February 2002.

Otherwise students will have to
buy a ticket. w:hich will cost from
$,12 and up, depending on the
game.
UCF students who are taking
a semester off ·from classes will
also be affected by the new policy.
Garman said they woul~ also be
denied free entry to UCF gam~s
because they have not paid their
portion of athletic fees.
A 1987 graduate, Garman said
a few years ~fter her graduation,
she too used her old UCF card to
enter games free of charge.
"I'm just as guilty as everyone," said Garman. "But then I
realized that I really needed to
start buying my own tickets and
give back to my alma mater."
"That is the only way our program is going to get off the ground,
is if people actually pay for tickets,
give that money back to athletics.
so that we can fund scholarships,"
she said.
Some students are concerned
stricter admission measures will
lower attendance at UCF's home
football games. ·
"Who else is going to go to a
UCF game?" said sophomore Chris
Crowley. "It's not like graduates
from Yale and Boston College in the
Orlando area are going to go to our
games."
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Presidents fear costs,
limits on.open meetings
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Gainesville Sun on Sept. 10.

"I was surprised that
President Young agreed with
D'Aleml;>erte," said Hitt. "I
still think this is an issue
that we ought to talk about
as a group, so we can hear
what President Young has to
say."
Young and D'Alemberte
UNIVERSITY BLVD,
both cite concerns that a formal association could create
co·nfiict between the presidents and existing oversight
Hope _Lutheran Church
boards and administrators
2600 N Dean Road
~ in particular the Florida
Board of Education, the state
COLONIAL {SR50)
secretary of education, the
-SANDY
D'ALEMBERTE
statewide university chancelFSU President
lor and the individual campus boards of trustees.
407-657-4556 ~ www .hopeofor1ando.org
·Currently, the 18-monthold . presidents' association
meets informally to discuss
higher e_ducation issues such
as research, tuition and
"People are trying . to
Creating an offi-cial
enrollment growth. Making make this issue_ out to be organization also would subPromotton Valld thn'lugh October 15, 2002 '
the ·association more formal exotic," he said. "I am also ject the association to
could potentially create aware of a number of univer- Florida's open-meetings laws
Call ANYWHERE in the us for
or
flat rate.
another lobbying group with sities in other states that and thus inhibit members
.
.
the goal of increasing the have this type of organiza- · from speaking freely, oppoChina/Beijing 6 ". 3¢ Canada
. 4.4¢ J
power that university presi- tion in place. Wf}'re some- nents say. Those laws would
Japan
· 6.4¢ Austratlft
5 •.9¢ j
what atypical of not formaliz- require meetings to be open
dents have over state policy.
·---~-'-~-'-··· ··-·-··-~·--····-···········.'.'!:.?.E....~~-r.-~~~X.......----~-:~~-.J
to the public and prevent
D'Alemberte, who threat- ing in my opinion."
ened to withdraw from the
For example, the Council group members from talking
official
business
. group in August, doesn't see for Presidents of Community about
Get an1 in
'
the need to create another Colleges has an executive behind closed doors without
governing body for Florida's director and a paid staff, and first posting notice to the
:
Visit www;,bj~oo-.c:;om anq enter·~
~
it has ·been judged to be very public. Organizations also
universities.
~·
the coupon ~ixJe: KNIGHTs
~
"Formalizing the group effective, said Hitt.
are required to record their
J-----.-...-.-".... a • • • e •• a ••.a • • e a . . . . . . a •• e • •• a . . . . . . e a • e a • • e • • e a •••• • e a • • • ....
·doesn't make sense to me,"
While Michalson voted discussions through official
The against a more formal organ- meeting minutes.
D'Alemberte - told
Future. "We already have a ization, he said he is uncerWhile Hitt said the assoform of government for our tain whether or not New ciation already adheres
university system. I don't College would withdraw from so~ewhat to open-meetings
want to go around the chan- the association if a change laws by keeping minutes,
or
Board
of goes through. But' he was drafting by-laws and allowing
cellor
Educatiop.."
shocked to learn that Young the press to attend its meet· ings, he said the question of
But Hitt said the ration- wanted out.
ale for· the measure · is to
"I really need to touch whether a more formal assoincrease . efficiency and base with· the other presi- ciation would ·have to comply
impact the state with the dents [before making a deci- further still has to be studied.
The ability to communi-president's views. He said sion]," he said.
Hitt was reluctant to cate freely is one of
the executive director and
staff would have no decision- assess the possible impact of D'Alemberte's key' concerns.
·
Young's and D'Alemberte's .
"Right now I am ·free to
making authority.
"There's a fair amount of withdrawals , but said the contact the presidents and
communication and coordi- association would not be as seek advice," he said. "The
nating that needs to take strong without the participa- danger cif becoming more forplace between all 11 universi- tion of the state's two most _mal is--the danger of inhibited
ties," said 'Hitt. "We have prominent universities_
conversation."
found that having just a
He said the group would_
Seeking advice from
chairman makes it difficult to discuss the potential effects <;>ther presidents is just what
keep up with everything. We of those withdrawals at its D'Alemberte did in e-mails
need a permanent sta f to next meeting, which has not obtained by The Future from
represent us at various meet- yet been scheduled.
UF's media relations departings [with state officials] and
Funding is MichaJson's ment.
main concern. The cost to
In an e-mail to Young on
help handle the paper flow.
"Each president is a reg- create the organization could Aug. 21, D'Alemberte wrote, ·
istered lobbyist, and we eac)l run up to $250,000, with "I hope we can talk sometime .
(Piod your
have a university lobbyist to $120,00 for an executive soon about the organization
rhythm.)
work the issues," ·he said. director's salary alone, he of [the State University
"But it would be helpful if we said.
Presidents Association], and ·
all are singing from the same
"It's becoming expensive the hiring of an executive
sheet of music."
quite quickly," he said. ·
director ... I doubt that we
The -association initially
Hitt said each university will join them because I am ,
voted 8-2 to formalize in would fund a ·proportion of very suspicious about this
early August
with the cost based upon the size move."
D'Alemberte
and
New of its full-time student enrollD'Alemberte also wrote
College President · Gordon ment; the larger . the_ enroll- in an e-mail to Young on Aug.
Michalson dissenting. Young ment, the more money a uni-:- 25, "I can not think of any
was absent from the meeting, versity would have to con- reason to join, but I do want
and his proxy abstained from tribute.
your thoughts before I ge.t too
voting.
Because Florida and firm in my position."
.Hitt said the evolution · Florida State are among the
Young 1 could not be
from an informal group is state's largest universities, _reached by The Future . for
however, their withdrawal comment. Attempts by The
nothing new.
"It's always been some- from the association would Future to contact Education
thing some people wanted to increase the costs that oth- Secretary Jim Horne and
www.statravel.com
do, and it got more serious ers would have to pay to fund state Board of Education
and formal in the last six the . association,
said Secretary Phil Handy also
.
onllnE
on THE PHOn~
»
on CRffiPU/
»
on THE /TREET
~9µt~~;~~~~~~~ -- -- --~----- ~chal~- --- --- --~-- __ ___ - ~~~~~~~ee~~- --- -- ---- J--- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Right now I am_free to
· contact the presidents
and seek advice. The
danger of beco~ing more
formal is the danger of
inhibited conversation.

Saturdays 5:30 p.m.
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AMERICA'S
BEST
WARRANTY*
IOYear/100,000 Mile
Powertrarn Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile
Bumper-to-Bu.mper, ·
5Year I Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance

2003 HYUNDAI

TI BU RON

$15' 999**

Dual Front Airbags, Front Side
Airbags; Air Conditioning, 6-speaker
Stereo with CD, Power Windows,
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless Entry System with.
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels with Michelin® Tires.

THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN.
At just $15,999, the all new Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard
features like dual fr9nt airbags, front side airbags: air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with ·
CD, power windows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, an.d the
freedom of A·merica's Best Warranty~ the Hyundai Advantage~M So take the drive today.
Because ·this is one car that hates to sit still.

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337 .

*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn.
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system.The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact
conditions where significant injury is likely. The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under the age of
13 should be restrained securely in the.rear seat NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag.

<B> HYU n DR I
DR IV I NG IS BEL I EVIN G
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Tammy Kidder, manager of the Card Office, assists athletics personnel with card scanning equipment at a men's soccer game. Students are now required to swipe their
cards at all sporting events to prevent non-students from receiving free admission.

Hoping to boost
game attendance,
SGA offers $1,000
FROM PAGE

3

Despite stricter policies,
SGA hopes to boost student
attendance at football games
by offering six $1,000 scholarships. Students who swipe
their card upon entering the
game are automatically
entered in the drawing for the
SGA scholarships and other
prizes.
UCF hopes to garner
alumni support by offering
UCF alumni, who have graduated in the past five years, a
$30 deal to purchase season
tickets: Those graduates who
are members of the UCF
Alumni Association can purchase season tickets for $25.
In. an effort to entice
Valencia Community College
students fo attend football
games, UCF will offer tickets
to them for $5.
Some students say these
prizes will not raise student

items under $4 every day.

Dine in ~nd get unlimited breadsti<:ks and ·

dig in! spaghetti
combo me~l s3.49
Includes one small Spaghetti with Marinara

unlimited drinlc refills. And that adds up to

or Meat Sauce, Garden Salad and Soft Drink.

real Italian, real easy to affo,rd.

Let us cater your next sporting event,
dub function or group activity.

ORLANDO: 12025 Collegiate Way
(on University Boulevard)/4on80-3737

-I·
I
1· One coupon per person, per visit at participating I
1
Fazoli's• Restaurants only. Expires 10/18/Q2
I
I
CLU 25fl4
I

attendance.
"My chances of actually
winning the $~,000 are slim,"
said senior Kellie Fisher. "I'd
rather put a dollar into a lottery ticket."
For students concerned
that card-scanning will cause
longer lines, Tammy Kidder,
UCF Card Office manager,
said the wait should not be
any longer than in the past
·when students waved their
UCF cards at the gate.
If students encounter
problems -with their UCF
cards, they can ;go to a fifth
laptop at the ticket booth
betw~en turnstiles where
their student status can be
verified-but students must
have their UCF card with
them to gain free entry.
Card scanners will be at
all of UCF's football, baseball
and basketball games at the
Citrus Bowl, Jay Bergman
Field and the UCF Arena. -

·-------------------~

-.

Change in software
causing aid delays
to make their lives more convenient is doing the exact
. when you install something opposite.
· this big, it takes time," said
"I understand it's hard
Mary Mc.KinneY, executive because it's a new system, but
director of Student Financial I just wish they would have
Assistance. "We are trying our planned in advance," said
Christine Cartlidge. "This is
hardest to help the students."
One major advantage of 39,000 people you are dealing
the new program is it allows with, and people are going" to
different departments to start getting mad."
McKinney said training
access other department's
for personnel under the new
information for reference.
With the old program, stu- PeopleSoft program began
dents would have to visit many over- a year ago.
"No matter how much
departments to get all of their
questions answered. Using training you have had, you
PeopleSoft, UCF personnel can haven't seen reality until the
assist a sfudent with financial system is live," she said.
But students' problems
aid concerns and answer
aren't all ·directly related to
admissions questions as well.
The new .program pre- software errors. Many stuvents students from having to dents, who did not file their
wait in different lines and visit financial paperwork on time, ·
different departments. The . will now wait for weeks or
program will not allow them to months before receiving their
change the _information out- aid, since it takes six to eight
side their own department, but weeks for students to be verithey will have the information fied for eligibility. ·
.McKinney said that UCF
available to answer questions.
But many students say
ON 7
that a system t~at is suppos~d
.PLEASE SEE Students
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Students stuck waiting for aid can get loans
F ROM PAGE

6

usually verifies an average of $130 million
in financial aid services for students each
semester. By the end of the fifth week of
school, McKinney expects that $40 million
worth of financial aid checks will have
already been dispersed.
The best time for stu(lents to go
through the formalities that financial aid

requires is during the summer. Many students hand in the forms in August, which is
the financial aid department's busiest time.
Students who are waiting for financial
aid will not be dropped from their classes
because their money is deferred:
Deferment will allow the UCF to catch up
and belp other students with their problems.
McKinney encourages students, who

Introduced by: UR Choir Folkowitz •Sponsored By: UR
COmmittee (DPT Soroka, Senators: Schiller, Bryon, Hsu, Bolesteri,
and Von Voorhees) • Contact: Choir Folkowitz
Committee Action: Passed 11 Second Reading: August 22,
2002 •Third R.eading: September 5, 2002
Vote: 22 for/ 0 against/ 0 abstain
(Constitutional Amendment Regarding Subpoena Power)
Whereas, the Student Senate is provided the ability to issue
subpoenas by o majority vote of the entire body or by
majority vote.of a committee.
Whereas, this procedure is unlawful and moy cause the
Senate of the University of Central Florido to encounter legal
actions against itself.
Whereas, the Senate hos the rightful ability to use its power
-of Special Acts in order to bring action upon individuok or
groups responsible to Student Government.,
Therefore be it amended by the 34th Student Senoie that the
Constitution of the Student Body of the University of Central Aorido
be amended to read os follows:
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF
THE UNIVERSnY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

•

We, the Students of the University of Central Florida, in
order that we may maintain the Benefits of Constitutional
liberty and may Create o Repi-esentatlve Associo1ion through
which the lnalViduol Student can Participate Actively in this
university and which Promotes -Cooperation among the
Student Body, Faculty and Administration, Do hereby Ordain
ond Establish this Constitution of the Student Body of the
Universtty of Central Aorida;

Artide I: The Student Body

•

Section 1:
Nome
The name of this organization sholl be the Student Body of the
University of Central Aorido. The governmental agency of this
organization shall be the University of Central Aorida Student
Government, hrreinafter referred to as Student Government.
Section 2: "
Jurisdiction
All students by virtue of their registration in the University of Central
Elorido shall be members of the Student Body and shall be subject
to this Constitution.

•
•

Section 3:
Franchise
_All students enrolled ot the University of Central Aorido shall be
entitled to vote in the special and generor elections of the Student
Body.
Section 4:
Referendum Elections
The Student Body has the right to coll for o referendum election,
provided that o petition signed by ot least ten percent (10%) of the
Student Body is submitted as specified by statute.
Section 5:

Definitions

Body Vice President.
C. ASenate President Pro Tempore elected from the Senate.
0. Anumber of officers elected or appointed os stated in the
Senate Rules and Procedures.
Section 3:
Senate Session
The Senate session shall begin a~d end after each Fall semester
election.
Section 4:

Apportionment ond Election
of the Student Senate
The Senate shall be apportioned os established by statute. The
Senate shall be elected by majority vote.
~on 5:
Powers, Duties and Limitations
The Student Senate shall:
A. Enact, by majority vote, constitutional bylaws to be known
as Student Body Statutes, with the exception of bylaws
concerning elections, which shall require o two-thirds
(2/3) vote of the Senate.
B. Propose ond act on Constitutional Amendments.
C. Provide for the compilation and publication of legislation.
0. Advise and consent, by a·two-thirds 12/3) vote,
appointments mode by the Student Body President.
E. Impeach Student Body officers, both elected and
appointed, according to procedures described in Statute.
F. Approve and allocate the fiscal budget of Student
Government, as provided by statute.
G, Allocate oil student funds, as provided by statute.
H. Establish its own meeting times, rules and procedures.
I. Establisli means through which the Student Body can
actively participate in the formulation of policies affecting
the students of the University of Central Aorido.
J. Override a veto by the Student Body President by o
two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Senate.
K. Override o veto by the chief Student Affoirs officer by
two-thirds (2/3) vole and refer the legislation to the
President of the University for uhimote review.
L Enact, by o majority vole, special acts requiring action by
individuals or groups responsible to Student Government.
M. Issue Notice(s) of apoeorance M,eeRes by o majority
vote of the Senate or by majority vote of a Senate
Committee.
'
N. Assemble in open meetings ot frequent intervals for the
deliberation of legislation and the business of the Student
Body.

Article Ill: The Executive
.Section 1:
Executive Authority
All executive powers and those powers not specifically grunted herein to other brunches of Student Government shall be vested in the ·
Student Body President, assisted by the Student Body Vice President,
and such other administrative officers as the President shall appoint
to effectively carry out the business of Stildent Government.
Section 2:
Election of Executive Officers
The President and Vice President shall be elected according to
statute, by a majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve a
one-year term of office following each election.

The current edition of Black s law Dictionary, unless otherwise stoled
1

•

•

in the Constitution, Statutes of the Student Body or Senate Rules and
-Procedures, shall be us~ in understanding the terms contained
within the Student Government Association, Statutes and Senate
Rules and Procedures.

Article II: Tlie Legislature

•

financial aid urges students to keep their
Pegasus accounts updated. The financial
aid office sent hundreds of emails to students who applied for financial aid war:rµng
them that a new system could delay their
assistance checks, said financial aid peer
counselor Vanessa Orneas.
Financial aid personnel admit it could
take the entire- semester to get used to the
new system and catch up on students' aid.

University of Central Florida
Thirty-Fourth Student Body Senate
Constitutional Amendment 34-0~

I

..

are still waiting on financial aid to apply for
short-term loans. Loans are available for
any UCF student i1i good standing - not
on academic probation - and registered in
classes for the - semester. The .student's
iinan.Qial aid check will pay off the shortterm loan and any remaining amount will
then be sent to the student.
To make things easier for both stu-·
dents and the financial aid department,

Section I:
Legislative Authority
The legislative authority of the Student Body shall be vested in the
Student Senate, hereinafter referred to as the Senate.
Section 2:
Composition
· ~ Senate shall be composed of,
A.Anumber of students who shall be known as Senators.
B. ASenate President who shall be the Student

Section 3: ·
Duties and Powers of the President
The President shall:
A. Administer and enforce all laws of the Student Body.
B. Appoint administrative ond executive officers,
with concurrence of the Senate.
C. Appoint qualified students to vacant Student Government
offices, with concurrence of the Senate.
0. Sign or veto all measures passed by .the Senate within
ten (10) school days of passoge from the Senate. No '
action by the Student Body President in ten (10) school
days shall constitute approval of the measure by the _
Student Body President. The chief Student Affairs officer
shall hove three (3) weeks to veto or sign the measures
in question. ·No action in three weeks shall constitute
approval of the measure by the chief Student Affairs
officer.

E. Coll and preside over meetings of the Student Body and
student assemblies when appropriate.
F. Address the Senate at least once each academic term and
on other occasions, upon the invitation of the Senate.
G. Initiate budget proceedings for the fiscal year and provide
for the effective expenditure of student funds.
H. Coll for a referendum of the Student Body when
appropriate, subject to concurrence of o two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the Senate.
I. Remove, at the President s discretion, any appointed
officer, with the exception of appointments mode to
vacant elected offices and Justices appointed to the
Judicial Council.
J. Grunt, withhold or withdraw registration of any
organization under the jurisdiction of the Student Body.
1

Section 4:
Duties of the Vice President
A.The Vice President shall assume the powers of the
President upon the President's request or removal.
B.The Vice President shall preside over the Senate as its
President and shall be able lo break a tie vote of the
Senate.
Section 5:
Order of Succession
A. In the event that the President resigns or is unable to
perform the powers and duties of office, the Vice
President shall become the President.
B. In the event that the Vice President ~ unable to fulfill the
duties of office, the Senate Presi~ Pro Tempore shall
become Vice President.
Section 6:
Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers
There shall be on elected Vice President for the Executive Brunch
who shall be responsible for the Executive Branch functions as determined by the Student Body President. This Vice President shall in no
way serve in the capacity of the standing Vice President who presides over the Student Senate.
Artide IV: The Judiciary
Section l:
Judicial Power
The judicial power of the Student Body shall be vested in a Judicial
Council and such other judicial boards as the Senate may from time
to time deem appropriate to establish.
Section 2:
Purpose
It is ordained that the student judiciary protect the rights of the .
Student Body by insuring the rights of the individual and through
the interpretation of the Constitution.
Section 3:
Judicial Authority
_The judicial authority of the Student Body shall include:
A. The protection of student righK
B.Judicial Review, the power to examine legislative and
executive acts. Acts brought to the attention of the
council may be declared to be unconstitutional by
majority concurrence.
C. The hearing of cases involving student disputes or
violatio~ of University regulations, the Constitution of the
Student Body of the Uni_verstty of Central Aorido, Student
Body Statutes and acts.
D. The provision of appellate procedures, as defined
by statute.
Section 4:
Administration: Practice and Procedure
A. The Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall serve as the
chief administrative officer of the judiciary and shall be
vested with, and shall exercise in accordance with rules
adopted by the court the authority to:
1. Assign duties among the Justices of t.he Council.
2. SuperviSe the administration of the Council and
certain judicial boards, os established by judicial
policy.
3. Conduct and preside over Council proceedings.
4. Rule on procedural questions that arise during the
course of the judicial proceedings.
5. Rule on ~he pertinence of evidence presented before

the Counci , os established in The Golden Rule: A
Handbook for Students. 6. Report, orally and in writing, to the accused, the
recommendation of the Judicial Council.
7. Be responsibie for administering the "Oath of
Office" to till Student Body officers.
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary
and reco~mend measures for the improvement of
the administration of Justices.
9. Report lo the Senate such defects in the laws os
may hove been brought to the attention of the
Council and suggest such amendments or additional
legislation, which is deemed necessary.
B. The Judicial (ouncil shall establish its own meeting times,
rules and procedures. All rules and procedures of the
council are subject to approval by the Chief Student
Affairs Officer.
C. The Council shall conduct dosed hearings on mutters
concerning individual violations of University regulations,
which may require disciplinary recommendations. The
Council may conduct open hearings for all other coses.
Section 5:
Composition of the Judicial Council
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of Twelve (12)
Justices and two (2) Alternate Justices appointed on
staggered presidential terms.
B. -:Justice terms shall be two years in length.
C. Six (6) Justices and one (l) Alternate Justice shall be
appointed each year. If a voconcy occurs, the president
may appoint a replacement for the remainder
of the term.
D. AChief Justice shall be appointed yearly from within the
Council by the president, the term of office shall be
concurrent with that of the president who mode the
appointment:
.
E. Other officers that the Council deem necessary shall be
chosen according to Judicial Procedures.
Section 6:
Procedures-of the founcil
A. Quorum for a Judicial Hearing or official meeting of the
Judicial Council shall consist of o minimum of four Justices
and the Chief Justice for a student hearing. Quorum for
Student Government hearings shall be set ot fifty percent
(50%) plus one (I) of the current membership.
B. In the absence of the Chief Justice, on interim Chief
Justice shall be designated according to Judicial
Procedures.
C. The Judicial Procedures shall provide for the removal of
members of the Council from office for absences.
Article V: Amending Process
Section 1:
P~oposol of Amendments
A. An amendment to this Constitution may be proposed by:
l. Avote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senate, or
2. Awritten petition, presented to the Chief Election
Commissioner, bearing the signatures of a minimum
of ten percent (10%) of the Student Body enrolled
in the Foll term of the yeor.
B. The proposed amendment shall be published in the major
student publication and otherwise mode available to the
Student Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the
vote by the Student Body. The vote on the proposed
Constitutional Amendmenl(s) shall be held during the next
regular Student Government election.
Section 2:

Ratification

1he proposed amendment shall become port of the Constitution upon:
A. Ratification by a majority of the votes cost in an election
open to the Student Body, and
B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall hove _thirty calendar
days from the dote the resuhs ore posted to s~n or veto
the constitutionol amendment: If no action is taken in
thirty days, the amendment shall be coiisidered approved.

Be it further enacted; •
That all subsections be renumbered

_You can see the constitutional amendments on the SGA web site at www.sga.ucf.edu _
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Setting boundaries-for
student, police behavior

·T

he recent arrest of SGA President Marco
Pena has sparked debate about what a
few influential students say constitutes
harassment and abuse of power by UCF

•
•

.Students ·need to
cha~ge the attitudes
~hey bring to·their.
interactions with .
police.

·
Police.
No more bickering. Here are ground rules
for interactions between students and the campus cops.
Students should stop complaining. The UCF
Police are responsible for policing the UCF
campus. If a person lives on campus, he or she
automatically falls under that jurisdiction. If
that person commits a crime on campus, he or
she should expect the police to approach them
·and investigate.
.
Students need to change the attitudes they
bring to their interactions with police. Students
cannot be belligerent toward officers and
expect a positive outcome. By acting friendly,
cooperative and respectful, students can avoid
provoking officers - and may find that, as
often as not, understanding officers are more
than willing to cut thein some slac~.
Officers themselves should bring a firm yet
friendly demeanor to those interactions, rather
than an imposing, confrontational manner.
They, too, should act respectfully, and they
should "serve and protect" rather than "seek
and destroy." Pulling over a student for running
a stop sign or swerving across lanes of traffic is
acceptable; pulling someone over for driving
five miles above the speed limit is not.
The UCF Police do a fine job of keeping our
campus safe, and for that they deserve students' tespeGt and gratitude. Yet a few students
still insist that certain police actions have been
excessive because, according to those students,

•

officers go beyond offering protection and actually harass people. Among those complaining
most loudly·are members of the Greek commu-

nity
The police should not go out of their way
looking for reasons to make an arrest; if someone is endangering another, police should step
in to protect. Along the same lines, students
should not drive drunk or do anything else that
puts another person in danger. Students
should not complain if they get caught doing
something illegal on campus.
Both sides should come to a consensus on
how much policing is too much. Chaos cannot ·
reign supreme, but we also do not live in Third
Reich. Students and police need to find a suitable middle ground to resolve the problems that
both sides are complaining about. Until they
can come to an understanding, the uneasy and
contentious relationship that certain students
say exists will only continue.

C'

"Some p~ople are so afraid to die
that they never begin to live."
-HENRY VANDYKE

•

Over-sensitive society forced to
celebrate people's disabilities
Linnea Brown's opinionated
column "Cracks that cross the
proverbial line" published on
Sept. 16 marred its valid points
with a hidden. invalid .
assumption.
Con.sider this passage: "The
belief that a particular group is
superior and another group is
inferior is [a] sickening thought
..
process.
Brown's invalid assumption is
that there can be no objective
standards by which to judge
.people and their conditions. This
is nonsense! One l)lay easily
model the ideal human condition
in terms of physical. mental and
emotional health and then
determine whether a person or
social situation meets up to
those values.
Unfortunately. a cult of
" sensitivity" has arisen over the
· last two decades. Tbis cult has led

Car enthusiasts have utmost
respect for driver laws, courtesy .

an entire sub~culture to identify
themselves. not by their abilities.
but by their disabilities.
The 1999 documentary "Sound
and Fury" tells the story of deaf
parents who waver over giving
their daughter a hearing
implant. That the question
should even arise disturbs the
rational mind.
To quote Cathy Young in
Reason magazine, this is an
example of how the celebration
of difference and pluralism has
brought modern Western culture
to the brink of lunacy.
There is a philosophical name
for Brown's worldview nihilism. This false doctrine
denies any objective ground of
truth and especially of moral
truth. Its advocates to usher us
all to a miserable existence.
I

-LUTHER SETZER

. As I am sure you have received a
number of outraged emails already, I will
not explicitly detail my specific content
and connotation problems with your
poorly-written and un-resear.ched article.
"Central Florida's fast and the furious"
written by Leon Terry on Sept. 16. I will,
however. make my opinion known in a
plair:i and simple manner. You are an
idiot.
The fact that you would "throw under
the bus" one of the most respectable
names in the automotive enthusiast
community is completely outrageous. for
111ore information. see www.DSM.org. ,
Since you are obviously uninformed as
to the content of the aforementioned web
site, that web site contains more basic
information about being safe in your car
than you could ever learn anywhere else.
I have been a car enthusiast since I
was very young. My father and
grandfather taught me just about
everything I could imagine about cars.
From then on: I knew I wanted to ae a

car guy.
When I was 13. my best friend. who I
knew from the tinie I was 4 years old, was
killed in a car accident involving drunken
street racing. He was a pedestrian. It was
the hardest thing I ever had to deal with
at that time. It was then I decided I
would never get involved in that scene.
I am a DSM enthusiast. Why? Because
from what I have seen and experienced in
this subsection of the car-enthusiast
community, the DSM group has one of the
most respectful and courteous attitudes
any enthusiast can be affiliated with.
I would not have thought of being a
member of this club. or even of this
subsection of the auto-enthusiast
community. if I thought it was littered
with as much street racing as other sport
compact enthusiast communities are. That
is why I am a DSM enthusiast. and that.
sir. is why I am completely outraged by
your daims and your putrid article.
-JEFF 6/LES

Broward County elections
supervisor real Floridiot

~

I was discouraged and ou{raged at the article
"Are we Floridiots" written by Jason lrsay on Sept.
16. The only Floridiot'in this state is Broward County
elections supervisor Miriam Oliphant. Numerous
people want to blame Gov. Jeb Bush for the latest
debacle at the polls. but the blame should be
placed on those who are responsible.
Ms. Oliphant has repeatedly told the public
that she was elected by 70 percent of Broward
voters. There you have it, she is an elected official.
Her job was to run a smooth elections process last
week. She failed.
As a resident of Weston, FL. I went home a few
weeks ago to retrieve my mailcrnd found not one,
but two voter registration cards with two different
voting precincts. When I called Ms. Oliphant's office
to inquire about the mistake, I heard nothing but a
busy signal for three straight days.
Ms. Oliphant is responsible for her .own
actions ...or lack thereof. She is paid to do a job
that obviously was not done correctly. I do say it is
time for Gov. Bush to intervene. First task remove Oliphant.

"\:

'

-REBECCA l. DAVIS
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Cosmetic correctiort~ not 'just for men'
schoolyard where kids play
wrangling guys into a new coswhile I'm stuck at work.
metic routine is also impractiKnowing that some of us enjoy cal.
the day never wondering
How many conflicts already
whether we remembered to
exist because a couple can't
shave our legs, whether the
come to terms with toilet seats
up, toothpaste c'a ps off, socks
mascara has "!urned into a scithrown or a bad aim? Adding
ence project, or hoping we can
get an appointment f6r a high- . hair color f.or men to that mix
. light touch-up before we start
is just fuel on the fire .
CATHLEEN CRANE
looking low..:rent:· ·
Having been a slave to the
STAFF WRITER
While worry about hair loss stuff myself for a few years, I
can tell you ·hair color has
and love handles seems to be
wings. Like salsa on a fresh,
universally humbling for guys,
As if millions of women
it's refreshing, if not downright white T-shirt, hair color is
enslaved to cosmetics is not
awe-inspiring, tfiat some guys
going to end up where you
enough, Maxim men's magacan check the "few extra
least want it. Like on your
zine is now advertising hair
unbleached cotton loop bath
pounds" box on an online percolor for men.
rug.
sonal ad when their photos
Bad idea.
· If coexisting sexes are
show their ob_viously well into
While it's aggravating that
already challenged by domestic
the teddy bear category.
. men are free from the variety
disagreements, a messy new
I'd hate to see guys lose
of cosmetic standards that
cosmetic routine for ·the ma·sthat positive outlook if marmany women. adhere to, I do
ter of the crib does not bode
envy their freedom. I'Jll encour- keters can convince them to
well.
··
aged that at least half of us are start worrying more about
·There's alsQ the matter of
their hair, face, nails, body and
free from worrying to the nth
time.
wardrobes.
degree about our appearance.
Healthy self-esteem aside,
What will we .do with the
It's like looking into a

ATIAR6E

Healthy self-esteem
aside, wrangling
guys into a new
cosmetic routine is
also impract~cal.
I foresee a plague of lateness striking because -both .
people are delayed after jockeying for time with hair dryer,
full access to the mirror or
waiting for a verdict on

jokes that poke fun at the
stereotypically lat~ female?
Will we have to rewrite them if
our guys are elbow to elbow
with us at the bathroom mirror
while we both finish our last
minute primping? Will any couple arrive on time again?

PLEASE SEE

Men

11

oN

The_skinny
on freshman
weight ~gain
KRIS)'IN

DA VIS

STAFF WRITER

Have you ever noticed
that most events on campus
use free food as an incentive
for students to attend? It's
no wonder that many fresh- ·
men pack on the pounds.
Fifteen to be exact.
Ever since I was in high
school, I was told that all
. freshmen are doomed to
·gain approximately 15
· · pounds in their first year in
college.
Whether the "freshman
15" is an inevitable curse or
merely a device upperclassmen use to scare college
ne.wcomers, it certainly had
me worried at first, but now
I refuse to buy into the
Cliche.
I believe that with a little
will power, and a few trips to
the gym, weight gain can be
·
prevented.
If you looked in my fellow
freshman roommate's fridge,
you would.find various unappetizing products. She has
an extensive selection of
health and ·diet _foods such
as protein_bars, tofu burgers, Slim Fast products and
other strange shake concoctions designed for weight
loss. Her grocery selection is
a direct result of what I have
labeled as freshman 15
fears.
We have become fitness .
fanatics as well, going to the
gym at least every other day
Based upon the long lines ·a t
' the 'Inside entrance to the
gym, it is obvious that we are not the only ones concerned about staying in
~hape .

•

However, the odds of
staying in shape appear to
be stacked· against us. Take
the Marketplace-for example. The Marketplace is a
dining area that features an
all-you-can-eat buffet. This .
usually causes students to eat even after they are full,
which commonly results in
weight gain.
They do offer healthy
foods, but who has the will
power to eat only a plate of
salad when a deliciously fat-telling slice of warm apple
pie is being offered at the
next buffet table over?
My sophomore suite
mates warned me on the
first day I moved into' our
dorm mom about the dreaded weight gain that happens
to most students when first
entering into college. After
my fres-h man suite mate and
I told them about our
healthy eating habits, they
became determined to break
·us and turn us into junk food
addicts. For two weeks they
strategically placed brownies on the kitchen counter so
that we would be forced to
walk by them every time we
went to get a protein bar or
a piece of fruit to s:p.ac~ on.
Although I have resisted
their chocolate temptations,_
I have succumbed to the free
food offered at the vast number of campus events
planned. I can't walk by
building without seeing an
advertisement in large letters reading free food if you
come to a particular event.
But nothing comes without a hidden cost. This free
food too has a price - 15
pounds.
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Men should remain practical
FROM PAGE 10

whether those shoes go with
that outfit.
While I'm all for equality,
equality at best is the chance
for both sexes to have the same
opportunities. Equality should
not be about introducing a new
burden to the most cosmetically
untroubled of the sexes.

walls and floors ill plastic and
The only area I don't mind
try out your brand new hair
sharing is waxing. It's comfort·
color product.
ing to know that women are not
I just hope this hair color
the only ones _going through that
. isn't the first small step iJ:~ a
barbaric, but effective process.
Brothers in pain, I welcome you. grander plan to convince you
As for the rest of the cosmet- that you need as many improvements or enhancements as a lot
ic ~hree-ring circus, I say guys
fly and be free. If you want to
of us women believe we do.
I'd hate to see. marketers
experiment with different looks,
drag you down with us . .
then by_all means, cover the

Solutions

Corrertion'
'In the SGA briefs that"ran
Sept. 16, we incorrectly
artr[buted ·'11 quote t(f~eJ;J. c
Sfn.gh due tb~an editfr1g
error. The statement should
, · ha~e~~reao. "~en. Antho~y ' ·
Tsonis said·he did not
. · b~~J:teve th:~~iRrivate #@ ·
1
'lobbyists would su(c~ssfUlly
represent students a('UCF." .
-~
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University of Ceptral Florida
Thirty-Fourth Student Body Senate Constitutional Amendment 34-04
Introduced by: UR Choir Folkowitz • Sponsored By: UR Committee .
(DPT Soroko, Senotors: Schiller, Bryon, Hs.u, Bolesteri, ond Von Voorhees)
• Contact: Choir Folkowitz ·
Committee Action: Passed • Second Reading: August 22, 2002 •
Third Reading: September 5, 2002
Vote: 24 for/ 0 ogoinst/ 2 abstain

(Restructuring of Executive ond Legislotive Brunches)

Whereas, there is o need lo redefine the structure of our Student
Government in order lo focilttote on environment that represents o
true distinction between the Executive and Legislotive branches.
Whereas, under the current system, the Executive bnmch often
ov~r steps ifs authority .ond becomes imposing upon the
Legislature.
Therefore be tt amended by the 34th Student Senate that the Constitution
of the Student Body of the University of Central Florido be amended to
read os follows:

THE CONSTITUTlON OF THE STUDENT BODY OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

-

We, the Students of the University of Centrol Florido, in order that we moy
mointoin the Benefits of Consfifufionol Liberty and moy Create o
Representotive AssoOolion through which the Individual Student con
Porticipole Acliv~ in this university and which Promotes Cooperation
among the Student Body, Faculty and Administration, Do hereby Ordain
ond Establish this Consfifufion of the Student Body of the University of
Centrol Florido.

. Article I: The Student Body
Section I :

Nome

The name of this organization shall be the Student Body of the University
of Central Florido. The governmental ogency of this orgonizotion sholl be
the University of Central Florido Student Government, hereinafter referred
• to os Student Government.
Section 2:
Jurisdiction
All students by virtue of their registration in the University of Centrol
Florido sholl be members of the Student Body ond shall .be subject to this
Constitution.
Section 3:
Franchise
All students enrolled at the University of Centro! Florida shall be enlilled lo
vote in the special and generol elections of the Student Body.
·s-ection 4:
Referendum Electi911s
The Student Body has the right to call for o referendum election, provided
!hot a petition signed by of leost ten percent (10%) of the Student Body is
submitted os specified by statute.
.

•

Section 3:
Senate Session
The Senate session shall begin and end ofter eoch Foll semester
election.
Section 4:
Apportionment ond Election of the
.
Student Senate
The Senate shall be apportioned os established by stafute. The Senate
shall be elected by majority vale.
Section 5:
Powers, Duties and Umttolions ,
The Student Senate sholl:
A. Enoct,·by majority vote, consfifutionol b~ows to be known as
Student Body Statutes, with the exception of bylaws concerning
elections, which shall require a two-thirds (2/3) vole of the Senate.
B. Propose ond oct on Consfifufionol Amendments.
C. Provide for the compilotion ond publicolion of legislotign.
D. Advise and consent, by a two-thirds (2/3) vole, appointments
mode by the Student Body President.
E. Impeach Student Body officers, both elected ond appointed,
according to procedures described in Stolule.
F. Approve and allocate the fiscal budget of Student
Government, os provided by stoMe.
G. Allocate all student funds, os provided by sfafute.
H. £stablish ifs own meeting times, rules and procedures.
I. Estoblish meons through which the Student Body con active~
participote in the formuiotion of policies offecting the students of
the.University of Centrol Florido.
J. Override oveto by the Student Body-President by~ two-thirds
(2/3) vote of the Sellole:
K, Override oveto by the chief Student Affairs officer by fwo.
thirds (2/3) vole and refer the legislotion lo the President of
the University for ultimote review. ·
L Enod, by omajority vote, special octs requiring action by
individuok or groops responsible to Student Government.
M. Issue subpoenas by Ii majority vole of the Senate or by mojori·
fy vote of oSenote committee.
N. Assemble in open meetings of hequenl infervok for the
deliberotion of legislotion and the business of the Student Body.
Artide Ill: The Executive
Section I :
Executive Authority
All executive powers ond those powers not specificol~ grunted herein to
other brunches of Student Government sholl be vested in the Student Body
President, assisted by the Student Body Vice President, and such other
·administrative officers os the President sholl appoint to effective~ curry
out the business of Student Government.
Section 2:
Bection of Execiilive Officers
The President and Vice President sholl be elected according to stafute, by o
mojorify vote of the Student Body, and shall serve oone-year term of
office following each election.

Section 3:
Duties and Powers of the President
The President shall:
A. Administer and enforce all lows of the Student Body.
B. Appoint administrative ond executive officers, with concurrence
of the Senote.
C. Appoint qualified students to vacant Student Government
offices, With concurrence of the Senate.
D. Sign or veto oil measures Passed by the Senate within ten (10)
Article II: The Legislature
school days of passage from the Senote. No action by the
Student Body President in ten (10) school days sholl constitute
Section I :
Legislative AuthO{ily
approval of the measure by the Student Body PreslilenL The chief
The legislative authority of the Stuclent Body shall be vested in the Student
·Student Affairs officer sholl hove three (3) weeks lo veto or sign
Senate, hereinafter referred to os the Senote.
· the measures in question. No odion in three weeks shall consti
Me approval of the measure by the chief Student Affairs officer.
Sedion 2:
Composition
E.
Coll and preside over meetings of the Student Body oiid student
The Senote shall be composed of;
ossembbes when appropriate.
A. Anumber of students who shall be known os Sencirors.
F. Address the Senate at least once each academic term cind on
B. A'eRala Pnsi~allt ilia shall ha die ~·•Rt 8~~other occosions, upon the invifotion of the Senote.
'lict llfesiilaRt. ASueaker of the Senate elected from the
G.
lniliote budget pro_ceedings for the fiscOI year·a!Jd provide for
Senate lo serve Os imporfiol choirmon ond leader of the
-•.:the effecfiye ~xpenditiire·of st,!lderit funds.
Sencite. ' ·
H. Coll for areferendilm of the Student ~when ~ropriole, sub
C. ASenate Speaker ProTimp0re el8Cted from ti.e Senate.
ject to concurrence of otwo-thirds (2/3) vole of the Senote.
D. Anumber of officers elected or appointed as stuted in the
I. Remove, ·ar the President's d"metion, any ~ed officer, with
Section 5:
· Definitions
The current edition of Block's Low Dictionary, unless otherwise stoled in the
Consfifufion, Stotutes of the Student Body or Senote Rules and·Procedures,
shall be used in understanding the terms contained within the Student
Government Associolion, Stotutes ond Senote Rules ond Procedures.

the exception of appointments mode to vocont ~ected offices
ond Justices appointed lo the Judidol Coundl.
J. Gron!, withhold or withdraw registrotion of ony organization
under the jurisdiction of the Student Body.

Senote Rules ond Procedures.

Section 4:
Duties of the Vice President
A. The Student Bodv Vice President shall assume the powers ond
duties of the Student Body President upon Pmiaallf's his or
her request or removal.
B. The Student Body Vice President shall be able lo break otie
vote of the Senate. The Student Body Vice-President shall assist
the Sfudent Body President. as the Student Bodv President
deems necessary.

•a

Section 5:
Order of Succession
A. In the event that the Student-Body President i:esigRs-ef is, unable
to perform the powers ond duties of office, the Student-Body
Vice President Sholl lieEetfte.tlie assume the role of Student
~President.

B. If the Student Body President resigns or is removed from office
then the Student Body Vice-President sholl become the Student
Body President.
C. In the event where the Student-Body Vice President becomes
the Student Body President he or she shall be given the oower lo ·
op!ioinf. with confirmotion of the Senate. onew Student-Body
Vice President.
D. In the event that the Student-Body Vice President is unable to
fulfi11 the duties of eUNe the Student-Body President. the
Speaker of the Senote 'eRBla Presieertl PFe Teltl~a~ sholl
become the Student-Body President.
t BBililRBI Qelfea ~IBlUliva 8r1REI! Qffie&P.i
Section 6:
lliara shall ~. BR aleeled 1 ~1e Pfesiaallt fer •e "11e111P e RrBR1h "iiie shell
he re§jlBRsihle far.Ille i!lteull: e RrtAER h!REliell!i 11S ilalelffliRBil h; the
~••RI Reily PresiaaRI. 'Alis '~H PFesidertl shell i1111e "141)' serve iA Ille
1epeeil) af Ille steRiliRg '~H PmideRI ilie presides e ar the 'luaeRI

~

Article IV: The Judiciary
Section I:
Judicial Power
The judicial power of the Student Body shall be vested in oJudicial Council
ond ;uch other judicial boards as the Senole moy from lime lo time deem
appropriate to establish.
Section 2:
Purpose
It is ordained that the student judiciary protect the rights of the Student
Body by insuring the rights of the individual ond through the interpretation of the Constttution.
Section 3:
Judicial Authority
The judicial authority of the Studenl Body sholl indude:
A.The protection ofSiudenf rights.
B.Judicial Review, the power lo examine legislative and executive
acts. Acts brought lo the affention of the coundl moy be dedored
to be unconsfifufionol by majority concurrence.
C. The hearing of coses involving student disputes or violation of
University regulotions, the ConstiMion of the Student Body of
the University of Centrol Florido, Student Body Statutes ond acts.
D. The provision of appellate procedures, os defined by stafute.
Secti011 4:
Adminisfrolion: Practice ond Procedure
A. The Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall serve os the chief
odministrolive officer of the judiciary ond shall be vested with,
and shoU exercise in occordon~e with rules ~dopted by fhp court
the authority lo:
I . Assign duties omong the Justices of the Coundl.
2. Supervise the administration of the Council ond certain
judicial boards, OS estublished by judicial policy.
3. Conduct and preside over Coundl proceedings.
4. Rule on procedural questions that orise during the course
of the judicial proceedings.
.S. Rule on the pertinence of evidence presented before the
Coono1, os 'established in The Golden Rule: AHondliook
for Students.
6. Report, orally and in writing, to the occused, the

recommendotion of the Judicial Council.
7. Be responsible for administering the "Ooth of Office" to
oll Student Body officers.
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary ond
recommel)d measures for the improvement of the
administration of Justices.
9. Report lo the Senate such defects in the lows os moy ·
hove been brought to the affention of the Council 'imd sug·
gest such amendments or odditionol legislotion, which is
deemed necessary.
B. The Judicial Council shall establish ifs own meyting limes, rules
ond procedures. All rules and procedures of the council ore subject
to approval by the Chief Student Affairs Officer.
C. The Council sholl conduct dosed hearings on maffers concerning
individual violations of University regulations, which moy
require disciplinary recommendations. The Council moy conduct
open hearings for all other coses.
Section 5:
Composition of the Judicial Council
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of Twelve (12) Justices
ond two (2) Alternate Justices appoinled on staggered presidential
terms.
_
B. Justice terms shall be two years in length.
C. Six (6) Justices ond one (I l Alternate Justice sholl be appointed
egch year. If ovoconcy _occurs, the president moy appoint o
re~ocernenf for the remainder of the term.
D. ACbief Justice shall be appointed yearly from within the
Council
by the president, the term of office shaU be concurrent with that
- of the president who mode the oppointmenl.
E. Other officers !hot the Coundl dee~ necessary sholl be chosen
according lo Judicial Procedures.
Section 6: _
Procedures of the Council
A. Quorum for oJudicial Hearing or officio! meeting of the Judicial
Council shall consist of a minimum of four Justices:and the Chief
Justice for ostudent hearing. Quorum for Student Government
hearings shall be set of fifty percent (50%) plus one (l) of the
current membership.
B. In the absence of the Chief Justice, on interim Chief Justice shall
be designated according to Judicial Procedures.
( The Judicial Procedures sholl provide for the removol of mem
bers of the Council from office for absences:
Article V:Amending Process
Section l:
Proposal of Amendments
. A. An amendment to this Constitution moy be proposed by:
l. Avote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senate, or
2. Awritten petition, presented to the Chief
Bection Commissioner, beoring the signatures of a
minimum of ten percent (10%) of the Student Body
e nrolled in the Foll term of the yeor.
B. The proposed amendment sholl be published in the major stu
dent public~ion ond otherwise mode ovoilabfe lo the Student
Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prior lo the vote by.the
Student Body.
The vote on the proposed Constttutionol Amendment(s) shall be
held during the next regular Student Government election.
Section 2:
Rolificolion
The proposed amendment shall become port of the Consfifufion upon:
A. Rolification by omajority of the voles cost in on election open
to the Student Body, and
B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall hove thirty calendar doys
from the date the results ore 'posted lo sign or veto the conslifu
lionol amendment. If no action is token in thirty days, the
amendment sholl be considered approved.
Be tt further amended !hot the words Student-Body be added before eoch
reference of President ond Vice President.

Be tt further enact~ that this amendment ofter ratification be~abtished
Moy eth 2oo3

A
. _ , , ·. You can see the constitutional.amendments on' the SGA web site at www.sga.ud.edu
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UCF travels to Marshall on Friday
for its first-ever MAC game
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

History.
If you tune in. to ESPN2 on

very similar. They both have great
passing .attacks lead by talented
·quarterbacks. Marshall's Byron
· Leftwich has particularly drawn
high praise. Many college football
experts believe he's the best player in the country. The senior's
name already appears amongst
the favorites for the Heisman
· Trophy and to be the top pie),( in

Friday ,night at 7 p..m., that's
exactly what you'll witness.
UCF will play its first-ever
· conference game and it will be a
big one. UCF will travel to
Marshall to play a Thundering
Herd team considered to be the
: class of the Mid-America ;
Conference. And this game
·between two of the East
Division's best is one the
Golden Knights have been '.
geared up to for the past few \
months.
"Hopefully we're going to
be ·able to make this a rival
game," said tight end Mario
Jackson. "There's been a lot of
talk saying how good Marshall
is and there's been a lot of talk
saying that UCF is not ready to
come into -the MAC. Hopefully
we're going to be able to· show
people that we are ready."
This was supposed to be a
match-up of the MAC's two most
dynamic offenses. In a conference
full of grinding running attacks,
both UCF and Marshall prefer to
throw the football and put .plenty
of points on the board. At least in
'
theory.
Instead both teams are
smarting ·after blowout losses in
which their offenses failed to execute with consistency. UCF fell to
0-2 after scoring only 13 points
against Arizona State two weeks
ago. Marshall, 1-1, lost 47-21 to
Virginia Tech last.Thursday.
And those 21 points all came
in garbage ttme, after Marshall
was down 33-0. The Thundering
Herd alsg completely fell off the
national rankings, from 16th in
the Associated Press poll and
17th in tlie Coach's poll.
·On paper the two teams are
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Because coaches can't
be on the field with their
players at all times, every
successful coach has had his
or her on-field leader to keep
the team focused and carr-y
out the gameplan. Phil
Jackson had Michael Jordan
_(and now Shaquille O'Neal)
in - basketball,
Jimmy
Johnson had Troy Aikman in
the NFL and UCF men's soccer coach Bob Winch has
Brad Wagner.
Wagner, a senior defender and one of this year's
three captains, came to the
Golden Knights as a transfer
from Meridian Community
College in Mississipp! in
2001, where he captained the
2000
NJCAA
National
Championship team.
.
Wagner was born in New
Orleans, La., to Brad and
Darlene Wagrier in 1981. He
grew up in the town of
Slidell, just outside of New
Orleans, and began playing
soccer there at age 5, when
he and another boy in the
neighborhood started kicking a ~ soccer ball around.
Wagner~s father was his first.
coach.
"My dad decided he
wanted to coach me, learned
a, little bit about what he was ·
doing, and I guess that's
·where . it all started," said
-Wagner.
Wagner was a two-sport
athlete until . high school,
when the soccer season
started conflicting with his
other sport, basketball. He
chose soccer, and has not
stopped winning.
His club teams won state
championships when he was
15 and 16, he was on an AAU

I

I
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UCF quarterback
Ryan Schneid~r
(left) will try to ·
out:gain Byron
Leftwich and
Marshall's offense
in the Knights' MAC
. opener on Friday.
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Local product sco~es fOr Knights
~icole

Cieslak
(right)
scored a
·goal i.n
each of
UCF's first
three
games.

TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER
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Senior

I
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PLEASE

CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

"I love to watch her fly down the field," said Claudia
Cieslak, about her daughter Nicole.
As a striker on the UCF women's soccer team, senior
Nicole Cieslak has been running through defenders for the
past four years for the Golden Knights.
'
In the first three games of this season, Cieslak scored
three goals, helping the team off to its best start since it
began in 1981 with a 5-1 record. Against George
Washington, she produced the only goal of the match. In
the next game, she found the back of the net again against
Florida International, netting her career seventh game- .
PLEASE SEE

Cieslak ON 14

.c.

SEE-Wagner ~-N 14
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Conference season opens with high-flying match-up
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Freshman
kicker Matt
Prater has
been the
_most _
consistent
member of
UCF's
special
" teams unit.
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When: Friday, 7 p.m.

~ T~~~~d on: ESPN2
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next year's NFL Draft. This all
came thanks to a junior year in
which he threw for 4,132 yards
and 38 touchdowns. · ·
So far Leftwich has backed
up the hype. In just two games
he's thrown for 875 yards and
seven touchdowns. He's also completed 64 percent of his passes,
for a gaudy QB rating of 169.6.
UCF should have its own vet-eran
quarterback,
Ryan
Schneider, back on the field after
he left the Arizona State game
with bruised ribs . How he stacks
up against Leftwich· could be the
most entertaining, and most
telling, aspect of the game. .
·
Both quarterbacks also have
, some high quality receivers. The
Knights' Doug Gabriel and the
Herd's Darius Watts will be
another intriguing comparison to
watch. While Gabriel is off and
running with 16 catches for 269
yards, Watts is just now rounding

Where: Marshall
(Huntington W. Va.) __

_j

back into form· after missing the
season opener with a sprained
shoulder. But when he's healthy,
he and Leftwich can make the
Marshall passing game lethal.
"It isn't so much that their
structure of how they run things
- are so complex," UCF head coach
Mike Kruczek said. "Understand
the people they got to run it are
very, very good."
.
Both teal_Ils also possess
solid, if seldom used, running
bacfil;. Marshall wiJJ use Franklin
Wallace, as well as Brandon
Carey, from time to time to try and
keep the . UCF. defense off-balance.
UCF will use Alex Haynes.to
do the same to Marshall~ Haynes
has only carried the ball an average of 17 times in the first two
games, but against .a Herd
defense that gave up 395 yards
rushing to Virginia Tech, the
Knights might want to hand off to
the sop.Qomore more often.
How the · UCF defense will

PHOTO BY JOE KALEITA

play in this game is tough to predict. So far the unit ha~ replaced
nine starters with quality personnel, though they've been victimized by poor field position. But
neither Penn State nor Arizona
State passed the ball the way
Marshall does. The Golden
Knights have had one of the bet.ter pass defenses in the country
the last few years, but they're
going up against one the natfon's
best passing offenses.
"I believe we have a great
defense that can play with just
about anybody," said nose guard
Larry Brown. "If we just do what
we hav~ to do, their offens~ and

-

what they do doesn't really matter."
·
The Knight's Achilles heal
has been special teams. Though
freshman .Place-kicker Matt
Prater has been a pleasant surprise, the rest of the unit has been·
far too mistake-poone. Marshall
too has had some special teams
issues. They've already had one
punt returned for a touchdown
and a field goal blocked. Still their
punter, Curtis Head, is one the
nation's best.
·
Perhaps the biggest difference .between these two. teams
will be how well they'll rebound
from -· demoralizing defeats.

I CFF

Neither team will really know
until Friday night.
"We have to under!;ltand,
even though we lost those games,
we still have a MAC championship
and hopefully a bowl bid to get
·into," said Jackson. "I think that's
going to spark a fire here."
UCF has the edge on defense,
but Marshall has the edge on
offense. With more practice time
and the adrenaline of their first
conference game, expect the
Knights to be sharper then
they've been the first two games.
But they'll need more then that to
pull-out a huge road victory.
Marshall 35, UCF 27

Red Storm Paintball
no Holds Barred Tournament

j)

•

100+ People • 5~ 7 hrs.
S45-S65 entry fee
(depending on total# of participants)

Includes FREE Equipment,
·_ FREE Paint, FREE Buffet
Please caU Zac at (407) 325-0535
. or email zharuey@redstormpaintball.com

-Alatava Chirooracuc.center.
• Auto & Sports Injuries
.• Effective &·G~ntJe Chiropractic Manipulation
• Mass~ge Therapy Available (MM6063)

·David Inde~esen, D.C.
Graduate of UCF and
Cleveland Chiropractic·College .

in eaJe you haven't cheekeil your co•rs•·cata}avae liltefy,
4rfn)dn9 ls a• ef.edlve. It's y~ar dlolce. A1td lf_yo11"re Into .91>ocl
choices, how about these: If .YC>tt're ua4er-twenty-one, It's utegal to

dtluJc - respect the. law. If y~u·re ovet" twenty.on& ~nd choos& t• drink,

.f/IJev-k~lI/,11J,..Jk,. plea$& drink tespoti-stbly. That'll 1et y~11 tln·ough wfth b~nots.

WE Alt: MAKI: A DlF'FERENCE •

·

Located in Alafaya Commons Center,
Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Dr.

281-0900
L----------------------------·· ...... .
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Wagner hopes tO lead Knights to A-Sun Championship
UCF's co.aching staff liked
Wagner's leadership skills as
Nation Championship team well as his playing ability.
when he was 17, and he was
"We recruited ·him as a
both an all-state and all-district leader, and ·that's hard, he's
honoree in high school.
come into a situation where
After success at Meridian, he's a new person on the team.
many schools including North It didn't faze him. He's not
Carolina State, South Florida, afraid to make tough decisions
Hofstra. and Grand Canyon or put himself in a tough situaUniversity recruited Wagner. tion and come out of it," said
He said he chose UCF not ~mly UCF Coach Bob Winch.
Winch added that Wagner's
because he liked the area and
the school, but for other rea- success was also a factor in his
sons as welt
recruitment.
"The·year before when they "He's a winner, he wants to
were recruiting me, they [UQF] win, he was captain of a nationhad kind of a rough year. I liked al championship t~m, and you
the chance to come in here can see it. When we lost to
along with some of the other College of Charleston in overplayers I knew they , were time, he was real upset, and he
recruiting at the time, to help let the other guys know how
the program rebound,'' _he said. upset he was, how disappointed
"I liked the idea of coming in he was, and you need people
and already, as a junior, being · like that. It can't always come
one of the ones looked upon to from the coach. It has to come<
make an impact."
from peers, captains, and leadFROM PAGE
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Cieslak
leads UCF
to fast start

ers on the team," said Winch.
Wagner said he doesn't set
personal goals.
''All of my goals are pretty
much team-oriented. I think
personal goals come through
success with the team. My goals
are winning the conference and
getting to the NCAA tournament," said Wagner.
Wagner, Winch and the rest .
of the Golden Knights know ·
they are marked men in the
Atlantic Sun this year, having .
been picked to win the conference. It is a mark they all seem
to be comfortable. with, . especially their senior tri-captain.
"The whole team plans on .
winning the conference," said
Wagner. "Because we've been
picked to win it, every team'
knows we're going to be good.
There won't be any sneaking up
on anybody, but we're going to
come and play and take care of
UCF SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT
our business."
Wagner came _to UCF to help turn around the men's soccer program. .

•

•
•

•
•

Frank becomes second Knight
to earn conference honor
CRAIG BROOKS

. FROM PAGE
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winning goal.
"Nikki's strong on the ball and
a great dribbler, especially in oneon one situations," said UCF Coach
Amanda Cromwell, who came to
UCF the same year Cieslak started
as a freshman. "She's a goal scorer:" .
While playing for Boone High
School, Cieslak amassed 349
career points, with 143 goals and.
83 assists. She was a four-year allstate selection, and the 1998
Orlando Sentinel player of the year.
Cieslak's 143 points in a season
still marks the record books.
"She's always been very athletic," said Claudia Cieslak. "She's
not always the No. 1 goal scorer,
but her greatest contribution. is
that she's a team player."
. In her time at UCF, Cieslak has
proven to be a valuable asset to the
team. In her first appearance as a
Golden Knight, she assisted on the
first and last goals of the season.opening victory over Howard.
She was one of three freshman
to play all 23 games her first year.
Last season, she earned first-team
all-conference honors. She .tallied
seven goals and six assists, good
for second in points for UCF. "Nikki's matured in her ability
to recognize defenses," said
Cromwell. "She's gotten stronger
and she's deceiving in her quickness."
,
Cieslak start((d plii.ying at age
4 on a team with boys. She grew up
near UCF, which she cliose over
other schools because of the campus and its soccer program.
- Year after ye~ UCF has been
able to recruit some of the area's
best talent. Cieslak is a testament .
to that fact.
''We have an awesome freshman class," Cieslak said. "They
bring so much skill and competition."
In soccer there are many les_sons. Cieslak said slie has learned
to "never quit and always strive to
accomplish your goals."

STAFF WR!T ER

For the second consecutive week a UCF volleyball
player was named Atlantic
Sun player of the week.
Junior setter Jenny Frank
earned the honor last week
after classmate and outside
hitter Leyre Santaella Sante
won it the first week of the
season.
Last week Ftank aver-·
aged 2.14 kills, 12.07 assists
and 2.64 digs over four matches. Her 41 assists Friday
against Montana pushed-her _
over tlie 2:000 mark for her
career. Frank had her !)est
match of the weekend
Saturday night against Ole
Miss with 53 assists.
She recor:ded 40 assists
Sunday against Ohio, putting
her in second place on UCF's
all-time list with 2,263.
She leads the Knights in
·assists (508) and digs (126)
for the season.

,

.

Knights lose to Ohio
The Golden Knights lost
to the Bobcats. 3-0 Sunday, a
day after winning the UCF
Classic.
All three games were
close, the Knights only lost by
a combined 10 points (30-27,
30-24, 30-27). Sante led UCF
with 13. kills and sophomore
middle, -blocker Amanda
Stoutjesdyk had 11 kills.
Frank just missed recording
her third career triple-double
with 40. assists, 15 digs and
nine kills.
UCF Coach Meg Colado
is still trying to find a consistent starting lineup. At the ~
libero (defensive specialist)
position junior Lindsey
Whalen and sophomore
Michelle Spaleta have split
time. Colado said whoever is
playing better will be -that
match's libero.
"This is. our time to work

JOE

KALEITA I CFF

Junior setter Jenny Frank moved into second place on UCF's career assist list Sunday with 2,265 assists.

out the bugs," she said.
The Golden Knights don't
start A-Sun play until Sept. 27
when Jacksonville State
comes to town. The Knights
are the , -defending A-Sun
Champions and were picked

to repeat this year by the
coaches.
UCF is now 4-7 on the
year.

Up. next
UCF travels to Athens,

Ga., this weekend for the
University
of
Georgia
Tournament. The Golden
Kllights play · Liberty on
Friday and will face Rice and
Georgia on Saturday.
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Sports• 1S

Knights rebound from only loss of season
· CHARVI MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

GAINESVILLE - _UCF's women's
soccer team usea three unansvyered goals
to come from behind to defeat Syracuse 3f'
.1 Sunday in its final game at the Gator
Invitational.
In the first half, Natalie Galas
i• received a cross from Stephanie Sybert
and headed the ball past UCF goalie
Jessica Kuhlman. From' that point in the
match, the Golden Knights turned the
t
game around.
"We weren't playing that great in the
first half, but we came out on fire in the
second," · said UCF Coach Amanda·
Cromwell. ·
UCF's big break came when
Syracuse's Brooke DeRosa received a red
., card for an intentional handball in the
box. On the ensuing penalty kick, Sara
Mcl)onald placed the ball · behind
Syracuse's goalie Emily Kowlaczyk.
_,
Twelve minutes -later, Amanda King·
found the back of the net after receiving a
pass from freshman sensation Jennifer
.• Montgomery. From nine yards out,
Montgomery scored the final goal of the
game at the 84:25 mark. UCF out shot

The women's soccer team improved to 5-1 Sunday with a win over Syracuse.
Syracuse 17-1, and Kuhlman made two ing Colorado College (2-3) on Friday night
saves on the day.
and Air Force Academy (3-3) on Sunday at
For the season, Montgomery leads the 2p.m:
UCF (5-1) last played Colorado
team in goals and points. The Golden .
Knights go on the road this weekend, play- College in 1995, losing to the Tigers 1-3.

Last year, CC posted an 11-5-2 record and
incurring the fewest defeats for the program since 1992. The biggest asset returning from that team is its offense, especially senior Rebecca Carroll. She is tied for
eighth in CC's records for all-time scoring
with 53 points.
The biggest dilemma for the Tigers
was replacing 11 players from last year's
roaster due to graduation and several former walk-ons pursing other interests.
CC's defense was the hardest hit when it
lost two of the team's captains last .year.
Head coach Greg Ryan brought in 10 new
players to fill the void, focusing on its
defense. The Tigers face UCF at the Sky
Sox Sports Complex. The game is slated
for 7 p.m.
"Colorado College has a strong tradition," said Cromwell. "They have a prominent program that draw great players."
In the second match of the road trip,
UCF meets the Air :Force Academy, another Colorado Springs school, for the first
time in both school's history.
"With the military academies, you
have to expect the team to be fit and well
disciplined,"_said Cromwell. "Both teams
are solid and well coached, but they are
both games we expect to win."

.

- Cross·
country
teams
·struggle
l

KRISTY SHON-KA __
STAFF WRITER

Illness plagueq the UCF .
• men's and women's crosscountry teams at the FSU
Invitational on Saturday.
Sophomore Amy Giles
overcame strep throat to lead
the women's team to a sixth-place_finish. She was the top
>: UCF finisher at 29th.
The men's team finished
seventh and were led by
sophomore Ben Mena, who
' finished 25th. UGF's top runner last year, Danny Cook,
was slf>wed by bronchitis. He
." finished in 71st place.
UCF Coach Marcia ·
Mansur-Wentworth said the
Knigtts are in a transition
•- phase in their workouts, so
she expects .the teams to perform better in its upcoming
races . .
"We don't want to run
- too.fast, too early," she said.
- ' Junior Sara Dillman was
the second Knight to cross
the finish line for the women's
team in 38tli place. UCF got a
boost from a couple of freshmen with AStrid Claessens
finishing 43rd and Michelle
Brouillet finishing 51st.
Sophomore
Brian
Sharbono was the second
UCF men's runner to finish,
he took 48th place. Freshman
• Ray Gossage was 51st.
Mississippi State won
the women's team title, followed by the University of
'._) North Florida, Florida State,
Florida and Tampa. FSU took
the men's team title, followed
by Florida, Warner Southern,
West Florida, North Florida
and Florida Atlantic.
The Knights have two
weeks off until their next race
Oct. 5 at the Florida
Invitational.
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What's News-.
In Business and Finance

Tyco Says CEO
;I-lid Illegal Loans

Easy Come, Easy Go
Household net worth fell 3.4% in the
second quarter. In trillions of dollars:

Tyco International Ltd.· said a
pattern of improper and illegal activity by its management occurred
for at least five years prior to June
3, when former Chief. Executive L.
Dennis Kozlowski .resigned, and
that this activity was concealed
from the board and its relevant
committees.
Among other disclosures, made
'93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 '01 '02
in a filing with the Securities and
Exchange Commission, Tyco said Source: Federal Reserve
Mr. Kozlowski, former Chief ·Financial Officer Mark Swartz and
former Chief Corporate Counsel
just under $40.077 trillion from
Mark Belnick used the company's
first-quarter figures that were rerelocation program to take nonvised upward. The drop reverses a
qualifying interest-free loans and
moderate 1% gain reported in the
unauthOrized benefits.
prior quarter.
Under the ·program, Mr. Ko'Economists worry that a suszlowski, who is facing ·multiple
tained decline in household net
criminal counts for alleged looting
worth could cause consumers to cut
of the company, improperly borback on spending. Household net
worth- a measure of total assets
rowed about $61.7 million to pursuch as homes and retirement
chase real estate and other proper. ties, Tyco said. Mr. Swartz borfunds, minus liabilities such as
mortgages and credit-card debt- ·
rowed about $33 million _and Mr.
had fallen in 2001and 2000 after hitBelnick borrowed about $14.6 mil. ting a $42.382 trillion peak in 1999
lion, the company said.
due to the bull market.
In a related development, a
company memo surfaced detailing
plans for-a $2.1 million 40th birthAnheuser Tries
day party Mr. Kozlowski threw for
his wife, Karen. The party, staged
Low-Carb Beer
with a Roman Empire theme on the
The nation's largest _brewer is
Italian island of Sardinia, atthinking
thin.
tracted the. attention of investigaTapping .into the latest dietary
tors withthe Manhattan district atobsession of health-conscious contorney's office because Tyco
sumers, Anheuser-Busch Cos. is
picked up half of the tab for the
preparing
to launch Michelob Ulevent, which occurred at the same
tra,
the
first
major beer to claim
. place as a Tyco meeting.
that it is low in carbohydrates. AnMr. Kozlowski has confirmed
heuser plans to charge a premium
that Tyco covered .expenses for
price for the low-carb brew, hoping
company employees who attended
to capture a larger share of the
the party but says he instructed
high-end beer market at a time
subordinates to bill him for any
when many consumers favor imcosts not associated with Tyco
beers over domestic brands
workers. Separately, Mr. Ko- - ported
such
as
Budweiser and Bud Light.
zlowski says that he always sought
Ultra is set to go into national
board ·approval for bonus and loan
distribution later this month.
programs for employees, and that
the programs now in question were
Companies Press
approved by then-lead director and
compensation committee ChairFDA on Ad Rules
man Phil Hampton, who died last
year.
The food and drug industries
are pushing federal regulators to
loosen longstanding restrictions on
Falling Net Worth
promoting their products, setting
themselves up for a bruising clash
Worries Economists with
congressional critics who
The stock market continues to
think such a move would endanger
hammer away· at Americans' net
consumers.
worth. The Federal Reserve reAt-stake is the way the Food and
ported that household net worth in
Drug Administration handles a
the second quarter .this year
wide array of advertising and marplunged $1.425 trillion •. or 3.4%, to
Please turn _to Next Page
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How CEOs Retire in Style
Rich Deal for GE's Welch
Was Part of a Trend··
Of" Lush Perks, Fat Fees
By JOANN$. LUBIN
evelations of the lavishly
rich retirement package
General Electric Co.
granted former Chairman
and Chief Executive John
F. Welch Jr. have thrown a
spotlight on sweet retirement deals
promised to executives during the
booming 1990s. The details also are
raising hackles among investors already angered by the financial
scandals rocking America's corporations.
Details of Mr. Welch's deal
came out when his estranged wife,
Jane, recently filed papers ·in divorce proceedings describing the
couple's lifestyle. In the filing,
Mrs. Welch complained that her
husband,_who separated from her
after he began an affair with former Harvard Business Review editor Suzy Wetlaufer last winter, is
paying her only $35,000 a month in
living ezj>enses, far below the standard of living during their 13-year
marriage .
The tab for much of that
lifestyle, she says, was and is
picked up by GE, even after Mr.
Welch's retirement a year ago.
Among the items: expenses for autos and electronics at his several
residences; ·many costs of a GEowned apartment in Manhattan,
from flowers to faxes to food; tick-

<• .
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and administrative support. Mr.
Welch, for his part, has responded'
to the cpticism by agreeing to pay
the company between $2 million
and $2.5 million a year for use of
the apartment.and planes, among ·
other things.
Mr. Welch, who received $16.2
million fo total compensation in
2001 and holds 22 million GE common shares and other stock-based
holdings, is hardly the only CEO to
~eceive a lush retirement package.
And increasingly common are
deals that include a lucrative consulting gig at the executive's old
employer. Between 1996 and 2001,
28 retired chiefs of the nation's
1,000 biggest companies pulled
Please turn to Next Page

ets to sporting and cultural events;
and services such as country-club
fees, security and financial planning. Mrs. Welcb says she is unable
to place a value on most of those
benefits, but estimates the monthly
value of the .GE-owned apartmel}t
on Central Park West alone at
$80,000, and includes ap. expert's
estimate that monthly use of the
Boeing business aircraft by Mr.
Welch is valued at $291,869.
GE said Monday that the Securities and Exchange Commission is
conducting an informal investigation into Mr. Welch's package. GE,
whicll said it will cooperate fully
with the SEC, last week announced
that it has modified Mr. Welch's
benefits to include only an office
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FREE car wash wnh·
Oil Chanuet
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.

Open:
.Mon-Fri B-7·p.m.
Sat-Sun B-6 p.m.
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East Colonial Drive

We are the Jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year!

r------------------------••----•
Jittv Lube signa1ure oil change
• Change oil with Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
, • Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
'
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journaf - in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit ~ubscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.
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• Check & fill transmission I transaxel fluid
•Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check ·& fill battery
_as required
•Inflate tires to
proper pressure

21.

99

iii
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Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
· at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid 'on most vehides.
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Label Alters Tactics Against Piracy

he global music industry
has thus far failed to defeat
piracy by cracking down. So
.
now it's . trying to offer
something the pirates can't
match.
With release of its new album,
"Bounce," the band Bon Jovi and
its record company, Universal Music Group, hope to establish a "serial" relationship with fans by offering plenty of extras-preference
in buying concert tickets, the possibility to climb on stage_and bandrelated free.bies. "Bounce" will be
released Oct. 8 in the U.S.
· "The idea is that when you buy
the music, you're also getting an
ongoing relationship with the
artist," says a member of Bon
Jovi's management.
1:he plan is based around a

unique serial number that will
come with every album shippedas many as 10 million copies for
starters. At the band's Web site,
www.bonjovi.com, the owner of the
CD can type in the number and, after providing personal information
including age, gender and location,
be registered in a sort of Bon Jovi
fan club. Members will be regularly notified by e-mail of "Bon Jovi
exclusives" -which might also include the opportunity to chat with
the band.
The Bon Jovi plan is one of the
music industry's biggest eff9rts
yet to combat piracy by offering
some added goodies. It follows
moves by Interscope Records, also
part of Universal, to include a free
DVD with the first two million
copies of the new Eminem album.

Until now, the world's recorded
music industry has primarily
sought to fight piracy by cracking
down on Napster and other Web
sites that allow free downloads, so
the Bon Javi initiative is a strategic
shift.
"I would like to think this is the
beginning of the process where the
labels .start to think more about the
added value," says Jay Berman,
head of the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry.
While stressing that antipiracy efforts must continue, he adds: "The
industry's initial reaction to piracy
was to fight back. Now the reaction
is that we've got to do something
positive, and this is the start of it."
By staff reporters Jennifer Ordonez
and Charles Goldsmith

How CEOs Retire in Style
Continued from Previous Page
Another package that has
down at least $500,000 a year in condrawn attention belongs to Ronaldsulting fees, up from 10 between· W. Allen, the former chairman and
1991 and 1995, reports Executive
CEO of Delta Air Lines, who earned
Compensation Advisory Services.
$500,000 last year advising Delta-And more juicy contracts could
only slightly less than the $596,250
kick in soon. Sixteen major compasalary paid Leo F. Mullin, his sucnies disclosed in their latest proxy
cessor. Mr. Allen, who was forced
statements that they plan to pay
to retire in 1997, rarely talks with
their current. leader for consulting · Mr. Mullin or appears at the comafter retirement, concludes an
pany headquarters, informed indianalysis by Mercer Human Reviduals say. In addition to his consource Consulting.
sulting contract, Mr. Allen received
The theory is that consulting · from Delta a $765,600 annual pencontracts help assure a smooth
sion, $4.6 million lump-sum severleadership transition- and keep
ance payment, a car, club dues and
the former big boss from joining a
an office in Atlanta that cost
rival or poaching staffers. But most
$408, 776 to design, build and furretired leaders don't work very
nish. The 60-year-old retiree is entitled to his sizable annual advihard for their high-priced adviceone reason .the popular perk has besory fee until at least July 2004,
gun to draw fire.
even if he is totally disabled or

dead, according to his retirement
agreement.
"He is available as needed for
consultant work for the company,"
a Delta spokeswoman says, declining further comment. Mr. Allen
didn't return repeated calls.
The Allen arrangement remains "a raw wound" among
Delta's rank-and-file, says Michael
H. Messmore, a pilot there since
1976. The 55-year-old airline captain, who owns 1,500 Delta shares,
vows to challenge Mr. Mullin about
his predecessor's consulting deal
during the 2003 annual meeting
next spring.
.
"Is Ron Allen doing something
for this money or is it money going
down a rat hole?" Mr. Messmore
asks. "We think it's money down a
rat hole."

What's NewsIn Business and Finance
~

Continued from Previous Page
keting issues, including how pharmaceuticals makers peddle their
wares to doctors, how food producers label their products and how
medical-device makers inform the
investing ·community about potential new products.
Responding to the FDA's offer
to review its rules and its solicitation of public input, the pharmaceutials industry is pushing for
both wholesale and tiny changes.
Pfizer Inc. wants the FDA to ditch a
rule that requires. manufacturers
to ·prominently place the generic
name for a drug alongside its
branded name in advertisements,
and it wants the FDA to drop its requirement that drug makers list
possible side effects in reams of
fine print in magazine ads.

Sun Challenges
Microsoft in School
Sun Microsystems Inc. said it
will give away more than $650 million of StarOffice, its office-related
software, to ministries of education in Europe and South Africa.
Sun hopes the donation will bring
StarOffice to 26.2 million elementary, secondary and college students in those regions. Sun made
similar donations in Asia several
months·ago and plans to seed U.S.
schools with StarOffice as well.
Sun previously focused on supplying more obscure software-development tools to universities; the
company hasn't worked as closely
with elementary and high schools.
Sun is known more for its powerful,

back-end computers used by big
companies, and not for desktop
software. Sun didn't even begin
Gharging for StarOffice until this
spring, when it announced a moresophisticated version of the program with a retail price of $75.95.
But Sun rarely misses a chance
to try to check the power of arch-rival Microsoft Corp. Indeed, Sun
says its strategy here is to try to
destabilize Microsoft's dominance
on· the computer desktop and undercut its billions of dollars in
profit from Office, a product many
children first use in school.

Odds & .Ends
Citing a study that found the average CEO's pay has gone from 42
to 400 times that of the average production worker in the past 20 years,
New York Federal Reserve President William J. McDonough called
. on top corporate executives to cut
their pay, calling the big jump in
executive compensation in recent
decades "terribly bad social policy
and perhaps even bad morals."
By Jay Hershey
How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com
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• Why Harvard student Ben Edel-.
man is an influential voice on how
the world uses the Internet
• How to put your job search into
overdrive and earn an offer before
graduation
• How to write a winning essay for
your business-school application
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NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
lull Time Benefits:
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'One Hour Photo'

has audiences gasping
Yorkin brings in for Parrish to
develop are of her, her husband,
Will, and their son, Jake. Those
Would you be able to take a pictures paint the picture of a
movie seriously with Robin fairy-tale life, showing the family
Williams playing a psychotic frolicking.around their beautifully
stalker? If not, well, you probably decorated upper-class house withare not alone. And you may want out a care in the world.
to pass 01;1 seeing his new film
In one scene, Parrish com"One Hour Photo."
ments to her that Jake is getting
In this film, Williams plays Sy · so big after he sees pictures of the
Parrish, a photo technician who boy's birthday party. He questions
loses a few screws and forms an her about the boy's age, saying
obsession with a "perfect family" that he must be nine now, as if he
- the Yorkins.
is really clueless. Parrish goes on-,
All · of the pictures Nina to comment that he feels like he is
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

"Uncle Sy" . because he has
watched the boy grow up through
the family photos he has developed over the years.
This is about the time when
many of us would be freaked out.
Nina, however, does not seem to
be. She brushes Parrish off, gets
into her Mercedes SlN and drives
back to her home in the 'burbs.
At the end of his shift, Parrish
returns to his apartment. It looks
like a motel room, and lacks the
feeling that anyone even lives
there. There is little more in it
besides his furniture.

There is however, one notable
feature in the apartment. He has
an entire wall completely covered
with the extra prints that U~cle Sy
has been making of the Yorkins
over the years.
"It's disturbing that there are
probably people like that," said
student Angela Aiello. ''I'll probably look at the person at the onehour photo different now."
The movie really starts going
downhill about halfway through. It
keeps getting more and more
cliched, like many other psychological thrillers that fall short of

actually scaring anyone.
"It had no depth," said 'political science major Heather Mann.
"It wasn't interesting because
they just showed a sequence of
events without letting you into the
character's psycho mind." .
"One Hour Photo" is an entertaining movie. It's just not as suspenseful as the previews indicate.
William.s's performance, a departure from·his usual roles, is decent
for an Academy Award winner,
but definitely not his most notable.
PLEASE SEE
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Luck _
be a lady tonight
KELLY O'CONNOR
STAFF yXRITER

Free drinks. Free cover. Easy access
to VIP. You may ask yourself, how does one
get_so lucky? It is simply just one of the
advantages of being a girl.
For girls, going out and having a good
time is easy if you take full advantage of
your pretty smile and work your cute outfit.
Fred McNa~ a ·junior finance major,
works at Chillers and Antigua in downtown
Orlando. He said pleasing ladies brings in
business.
"We let ladies drink free all night just
so we can bring guys into the ~lub and boost
our business," said McNair.
This is because girls go to a club to
have fun and guys go·there to pick up girls.
: _Although being an attractive girl has mainly positive perks to it, this can work against
you as well.
"Guys are intimidated by good looking
girls, so they simply stare," said Sharon
Bloom, a senior hospitality major. "Instead
of gaining courage, they settle for the 'girl
next door.'"
Either way you look at it, girls are more
likely to get a free buzz than guys. People
go to ladies night no matter what sex they
are. At clubs, ladies don't care whether
· they are. dancing with their girl friends or

(

by themselves. Girls are the ones who walk
around and pick out who they want to
dance; guys will dance with anyone. They
will not be seen on the dance floor with their
·
buddies or flying solo.
As far as dress code is concerned some
clubs have strict guidelines.
But, once again, girls have it made.
"Girls can get away with a wide array
of clothing, unlike the guys.~ said Courtney
Clymer, a junior psychology major.
Sh~ said girls can get away with w~ar
ing practically next to nothing. It seems the
more you show, the farther you go.
Sometimes guys will not be allowed
entranoe into a club because they are wearing jeans and that can be considered too
casual of attire.
Most clubs and bars give wristbands to
people 21 and older. Girls who are not legally of age have a better chance of getting
their hands on one than guys who are under
21.
Another trick for women is getting
drinks for free.
"Since the music at clubs is always
blasting when a guy tries to talk to you,
your reply is simply, .'I can't hear you. What
did you say? You wan:t to buy me a drink?'
It works like a charm," s~id Lindsey McMahan, a sophomore political science
major.
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·One man's dating trials and error
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

·
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~

~

•

On a rec_ent day not unlike
today; I set out to find myself a
date. I also set out to discover
the best way to obtain that date.
I had in my head a 'list of
things to try. I would use different methods and see which one
would work. I told myself that I
would U$e pickup lines, regular
greetings and finally a poem to take the roma.ntic route.
Hopefully; through at least one
of these methods, I could score a
date.
I first approached a woman
outside our dorm. I happened to
have free tickets to a movie the
following night, so I thought to
.myself, "Self, you should ask
her to a movie. It's free. How
could she say no?"
After several seconds of
inner debating I made my offer.
"Do you want to go to a
movie? It's free." I said.
"I have work," was the
quick response. "No, I really do
have work. Ask my friend."
Trial one ... failed.
After I got over the inj.tial
embarrassment, I moved on to
try again. Someone told me
never to give up and that is
exactly the mentality I had.
S-o there I was, rejected
once, but still cheery. I walked
into one of my classes and
promptly sat down alongside my
next prospect.
I turned to her and said,
"Do you w~t ti:> @. to a movie?"
The offer didn't work the
first time, but .at least this
woman had met me in class a
few times, so I thought I had a

better chance.
"Yeah, sure," she quickly
answered.
My brain didn't quite comprehend the answer, because I
just stared at her for several
seconds before she asked me
what movie·. I told her and she
squealed with g'lee.. I felt very
pleased with myself until she
made a comment.
"I like hanging out with
gliys as friends," she said. "It's
better."
I turned to her and must
have had a pathetic look on my
face because she immediately
knew that I had been attempting
to ask her out.
':Oh my God," she said. "I
didn't know that you were asking me out!"
As it turns out, the woman
had a boyfriend, which is very
cool. Friends are great to
acquire and I am ·g'lad to have
gained another.
·
However, for the sake of
scoring a date, trial two ...
failed.
During this wonderful day I
also had lunch with a friend,
Kelli Campbell, an undeclared
freshman. I already knew she
had a boyfriend, so there was no
need to ask her out. But
unknown to me, while at -the
M-arketplace, the student cafeteria on campus, a gentleman
propositioned her while she was
trying to get a brownie.
"So, where is Mr. Right?" he
asked without even a slight hesitation.
Holding back laughter, she
replied, "In California."
I was six feet away
attempting to fill my cup with

iced tea, but considering what I
was witnessing, more of the tea
went on my hand than in the
cup.
. Kudos to Campbell for her
quick-witted, perfect response.
After the fool left with his head
hung in shame, I patted her on
the back and mentally placed a
golden star over lier for the day.
I wasn't finished. Oh no.
There had been only two failures and there were about
20,000 more women to
approach.
. On my third attempt, I fig..
ured I would try a line, albeit a
decent one, to see if the subject
would bite.
"Do you believe in love at
first sight or do I have to walk by
again?" I asked the unsuspecting object of my affection.
I think I actually heard
crickets because everything
was so quiet after I broke that ·
winner. Absent a response, I
quickly tried .to recover.
"So, what are you doing
tonight?" I asked.
To this, the woman literally
laughed out loud in front of 20 or
30 other students. I felt a little
bit of shame, but I knew what I
had gotten myself into from the
beginning; so I stood my gi:ound.
"No, really; what are you
doing tonight?" I asked.
"I'm busy;" she replied.
'Well, what are you doing
exactly?" I pressed.
"I'm sure something will
come up," she said.
Point, game, set, match.
Just like that, I was burned to a
crisp.
PLEASE SEE

Diagnosis on dating
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

Where has dating gone?
The days when a date encompassed a nice evening meal and
a movie have disappeared. Now
· a date is more of an idea than
an actual occurrence.
Several UCF students
were asked what they believe
dating is and has •b~come.
Their responses shouldn't
shock anyone given the safi.
state of affairs pertailling to
dating.
Most students said the
structure of dating is collapsing.
"Dating has become a lot
more casual. It has become
more of a 'friends with benefits'
kind of thing, " said .Steffany
Ballas, a sophomore economics
major.
Justine Levine, an undeclared freshman, agreed
These days, dating is
"being with someone from the
opposite se:x alone for over an
hour," said Levine.
This was a good·observation on the actual logistics of a
date, but not a deep enough
perception to satisfy the definition.
After being asked a second
time, Levine offered "hooking
up with someone" as a better
definition of dating.
It seems that "hooking up"
is what a date . is -these days.

The act of "hooking up" has
many definitions. To some, it
can be th~ holding of hands; to
others, it can go as far _a s sex. ·
With "hooking up" being
passed off more and more as a
date, the actual idea of the date
is being cast away.
However, so~e students
have a different idea of what a
date should be.
Shannon Brown, a freshman advertising/public relat'ons major, made it clear that
her definition of dating is not at
all "hooking up."
A date is "spending time
with one other person to get to
know them," Brown said.
However, she said she .
-believes that dating has
· obtained a different and worse
definition throughout the years.
Some students feel that
dating returns to normalcy
after college.
· "I bet, as soon as we get
out of college, dating will go
back to dinner and .a movie
from 'hookingup,"' said Levine.
This casual outlook on dating must have been caused by
something.
·
Ryan Luering, a freshman
computer science major, has
the answer.
"Teen movies destroyed
dating," said Luering.
What is the prescription?
Go on two good dates and call
that special somebody in the
morning.
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Crossword

they were really looking for Bettie Horton,
37; an official said he couldn't guarantee it
wouldn't happen again. ·· ·

. Trouble up ahead

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

~~~ry

•

The 12-story, earthquake-proof, .$190 million Roman Catholic Cathedral of Olli' Lady of
the Angels was dedicated in Los Angeles in
September, celebrated not only.for the obligatory gift shop ($24.99 for house chardonnay),
the ATM, and the $12-a-day parking garage,
but for the private crypts underneath at
prices of $50,000 to $3 million. ("[That's] kind
of like selling sky boxes," said a Notre Dame
theology professor; a Loyola Marymount
University -professor defended the steep
price, saying, "I don't think that the poor are
terribly worried about where they are going
to be buried.")

People who can't learn from experience
Inmate David Ivy escaped through a hole
in the fence at the Shelby County (Tenn.) jail

in May; officials discovered that Ivy had
escaped through the same hole in 1991 and
that the hole had not since been repaired.
And police in Cleveland picked up Betty
Horton, 44 ·(and with no criminal record), in·
July, for the third time in eight months when

• Former Jehovah's Witness elder Bill
Bowen charged in June that the· sect manages a secret database of 23, 720 members
who have been accused of sexual abuse but
that little if anything happens to those
named unless a ~tness comes forward (a
stipulation supposedly commanded by ·
Deuteronomy 19:15, requiring witnesses to
prove a sin). When Bowen complained, he
was expelled from the sect for "causing divisions." Furthermore, Bowen charged, even
confessed abusers are "punished" only by
being kept from proselytizing door-to-door
unless accompanied by another Witness.

Recurring themes
More Creative Smugglers: Border Patrol
officers arrested two Texas men who drove
back from Mexico with 11 pounds of marijuana but also with a dead body whose chest
cavity had been cut open as if the men had
originally tried to plant the drugs inside the
cadaver (Falfurrias, Texas, July). A Belgian _
woman, 23, traveling by ferry from Greece to
Italy, was detained for trying to smuggle her
boyfriend in a large suitcase (Brindisi, Italy,
July). A 17-year-old woman, whose plane had
just landed in England from Dubai, was
detained when agents realized that the mock
chameleon design on her hat was a live,
endangered-species chameleon (Manchester,
England, July). ·

ACROSS
1 Thick slice
5 Spoken
9 University in
Medford, MA
14 Son of Leah and
Jacob
15 Judge's garb
16 Abraham's son
17 Sawbuck change
18 Cotton unit
19 Cha-cha's cousin
20 Free-lance work
23 Feeling poorly
24 Pied Piper's pack
25 Walked
drunkenly
27 Preceding in order
30 Evenhandedly
32 "- the fields ...•
33 Geometric shape
36 Wild attempt
39 _City, UT
41 Like Cheerios
42 First name in
mysteries
43 Fencing sword
44 Magic WOTd
46 Mother of Seth
47 Flood barriers
49 Dirty campaign
tactic
51 Bush veep
53 Dull pain
55 N.T.book
56 Bargaining talks
62 Exhilarate
64 Stratford's river
65 Fellini film
66 On edge
67 Dispatch
68 List unit
69 Sign on a door
70 Quarry
71 Walking stick

1
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1o Dos Passos

trilogy
11 Genealogical
chart
12 Put off for later
action
13 Vituperate
21 Old sai!Ors
22 "Murder on the

see solutions,
page 11

_Express·

26 Otherwise
27 "Rape of the
Lock" poet
28 Harvest
29 Not pertinent
30 Gala parties
31 God of war
DOWN
34 Olive Oyl's guy
1 Food for hogs
35 Tortoise rival
2 Singer Horne
37Thomas
3 State firmly
Edison
4 Small nightclub 38 Ale's cousin
5 Planetary path
40 Sharp
6 Wanders about 45 Workplace
7 Skilled
watchdog org.
8 Actor Cobb
48 Wood facing ·
9 Lumberjack's cry 50 Standard of

_measurement
51 Home of the
Minotaur
52 Hayes or Hunt
53 Make amends
54 Williams or
Crawford

57 Inhalation of
surprise
58 Completed
59 Tiny bit
60 Portent
61 Label

63 Half a fly?

Are you ajunior or asenior

Theater, r.Fifin, Vane~, r'efevision, Music

with Ot least a 3.7 GPA???

!JI.rt&' Vigita(Media

Become amember Of Golden Key
lnternotioriol Honour Society
and
.

receive a lifetime of benefitsl

WE ARE NOW REGISTERING FOR OUR FALL CLASS SCHEDULE.
CHECK_OUT JUST A FEW OF OUR OFFERINGS:

+ ACTING FOR THE CAMERA· WITH PATRICK CHERRY
+ AUDITIONING FOR THE CAMERA· WITH PATRICK CHERRY
:+- MUSICAL THEATER 1- WITH JULIUS JOHN
:+ STAGE COMBAT ·WITH SIMON NEEDHAM
•+ CREATIVE COSTUMING· WITH ALISON PARKER .
.·+ ACTIN'G&AUDITIQNING FQ_RTHE STAGE". FOR TEENS AND ADULTS
•+ IMPROVISATION FOR TEENS &ADULTS
.+ ADULT TAP, JA'ZZ, MODERN, FLAMENCO AND iRISH LINE DANCING
+ MANY, MANY MORE!

Deadline. to join is 9/27 .·
For more informotion,
. coll.(407) 823-6341
or visit http://goldenkey.gsu.edu
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To register for a class or workshop - ~r f~r more information
.
call Jim Bruner at:
(407) 64 7-1880

Or visit our website at:
www.creative-stages.com
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Stop short·-·
of saying
stupid things
FROM PAGE
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peek at the

.in local entertainment

Thunderhead
Shovelhead Lounge, 10 p.m.

19

Trial three ... ··failed.
Part of me wanted, to
give up on this · seemingly
stupid idea. I had no dates
going for me, but at least I
scored a friend out of it, so
it wasn't a total loss yet.
Then, I had to go and
do something stupid.
Every guy has a girl he .
is afraid to approach. For
some reason, she seems
untouchable~ In a hopelessly romantic mood I wrote a
poem ·ror my 11Ilapproachable woman, without knowing anything about her. All I
knew is that I liked)the way
she smiled and laughed in
class. With nothing else to
go on, I wrote that poem
and promised myseli that I
would give it to her. So far, it
has managed to make it
into my pocket on several
occasions, never to see .the
light of day, only to be
returned to my desk in my
dorm.
~
Still, on this day, I managed to approach her and at
least introduce myseli,
which was a start. And
' that's when my stupidity
kicked in.
Note to all: Do not ask
where the Communications
• Building is when you are
standing in front of it unless
you want to make it seem
obvious that you are just
trying to talk to the person.
At least it was a con. versation starter, and I
managed to get over the
whole "unapproachable"
thing.
·
One day that poem will
" make it from my.pocket into
her hand. Hopefully, I won't
run away like a schoolgirl.
• But hey ... being romantic
isn't easy. And being truthful and sincere while being
romantic is even more difficult. Just be yourseli and
make sure you don't ask for
directions to a building that
you are standing in front of.

DJ Clip
AKA Lovnge. 10 p.m.
17 Candles
Central Station Bar. 10 p.m.

AMERICAN
,#..

Ruby James
loaded Hog, 9 p.m. ,
·Tom Colin, Above Orion
. Eight Seconds. 8 p.m.
Super Cargo
Scruffy Murphy's Irish Pub, 10
p.m.
The Allmost
Brothers Band •
Off The Edge Lounge, 9 p.m.

Michael Andrew and
Swingerhead
CityJau. doors at 8 p.m:

~W"

ll6auyef.'.fbe;· Sourp~,..i
Johnny's Rockin' Bistro. 10:30
p.m.

Michael J Duo
Adobe Gilas, 9 p.m.

6argamel!
Copper Rocket Pub, 10 p:m.
· DJ Jake, DJ 6reg, DJ Bonilla
Cairo, 10 p.m.

I

Jeff Nuese
Westin Grand Bohemian Hotel.
6:3,0 p.m.
Bad Disco Night
Independent Bar. 10 p.m.

Bongwater Taffy
Dante's, 10 p.m.

#

ruces. 8 R.m.

·

Steve-0, DJ PK .
The Haven. 10 p.m.

Stapes
SKY60. 10 p.m. -

Zoa, Brown Note
- Back Booth, 10 p.m.

Spni@~.

Crash and Friends
Lost & Found. 9 p.m.

q,rcy,m . . :[

Mad,lwuse
l ;
Ser,~ Myrphy's lpsh Pt!b. 10 ,,, 11

p.fu.

~ "''W'-"''I

"'

,..,...,J

The Easy Hearts
GARP Gallery, 9 p.m.
The Evidents, Posterboy
Dante's. 9 p.m.

..~.

l

General M~JO
fi~ I .
Casiy5 m,i/CentraL .1-0 p,m·
1;

··,; • ( . + ··..

.t

Sometimci Sam It·
Loaded ·agg, 10 p.:m.
""

Ctlttt6~i£-J. L,...,m..J..""-""'
Wall Street Cantina, 10 p.m.

KYA featuring Stumpy
Adobe Gilas. 9 p.m.

Markhams. 9 p.m.

"'""'

Dantit~bert"].

~

Ali Bel"'""""~.&>.;

Muldoon's Saloon. 9 p.m.

CKY, All American Rejects
Back Booth. doors at 8 p.m.

2AM
Holly and Dolly's, 8 p.m.
Uncle Stuff
Muldoon's Saloon. 10 p.m.

DUFFY'
SFamous
SUBS
over
1-MHlio•
PhillV
:. Cbeesesteall Subs SOid

r--~ ·--------•

•· Buv one Get One

: . FREE

w/purchase of 2 large drinks . CFF I
It _ _ _ e~i:s .!,21!1~2 _ _ _ •

·-------------·
I I CFOOT lOHG
1
I
I

MEATBAll

SANDWICH

I

w/purchase of large drink cFF
.,l21.2,1 (2.2 _ _ .,. •

It _ _ _ e,!?i~s

:·------------·
s3e.9GIANT
PHlllY
.
CHUSE STEAK

1
1

10042 UniVersilJ~ BIVd.

Dile Mle west or ICf
. Cor88r al ........ UlllV8rlb

401-619-2448

MEXICAN

ATIJUAHA
~ fLATS .
Back~to-School

Adobe

Movie is a
bit cliched .- .

2002 Adobe Education Print-to-Web kit

• Great Tex-Mex
• Gold Beer

• laid Baok

There were moments
• when the audience at a preview screening gasped at
Sy's actions, such as when he
shows up unannounced at
Jake's soccer practice.
However, it was hard to tell ·
·whether those .gasps were
• generated by Williams' performance or by the weak
attempt to convey his character's presence as a threat. Sy
Parrish is not a seeret agent,
just a photo tech, and that
scenario could have happened to anyone, not only the
Yorkins.
· Aiello summed up what
many moviegoers at the
screening thought.
"I'm just glad I didn't pay
to• -see• -it:2 "• she
said. • • • •.•.• - ' •
~
-

- -

•

•

.Atmosphere!!!

O · The Adobe Print-to-Web Promotion includes:

Design Collection .
~M~mieti•X'V~Pllf<"lfal....!'~.W.c~~

J8

> -

1

• _ _ _ e,!?i~s_l~1~2- _c,::: •

delivers a complete, -affordable Print-to-Web solution.
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Photoshop 7.0 ·
Adobe InDesign 2~0
Acrobat 5.0
Illustrator 10
LiveMotion 2.0
GoLive 6.0
Bonus GoLive/LiveMotion Training CD
All for $399, a savings of $1,050!
(regular retail price $1449)

•

Store

www.cstore.ucf.edu

'

(UCF AREA)

(407) 673-2456
Cool part-time jobtr!
Call for an intsrvisw.

PIZZA

·~

lf:5B

&

PIZZERIA

.

Longnecks

,-

UCF Student Union

(407)-823-5603
8:.30-6 Mon-Th, 8:30-5 .Fri

7608 University 81vd.
Corner of Gol.denrod and University

RISTORANTE

Find this and other Adobe produCts At:

£.~UCF -computer

11 Forida Locations

1.bols for the
TM
New Work

Biiii
All You
can Eat Wings .
Mon - Wed.

nam - '2am

407-282-4000
Across tram UCf
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100 HELP WANn'D

.

200 FOR SALE
250 Alll'OMOTIVE
300 FOR llENT

:J25HOMES

450 llErML
500 ON CAMPvs
550EVBNis

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

600 6RBEK LIFE

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

700Mlsc

;: . 35.0 ROOMMATES
. 400 SERJ'ICES

750 TRAVEL
800 llELIGION

office Address~". ~-

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160

· ~rnaent Mettt'&IS' ·

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

- -Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • dassifteds@VCFfuture.com

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks): .
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
large Headline:

$9perwk
$8 per'Yk
$7perwk
$1 per wk
$1 per wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED mil HELP WANTED
Interested in Modeling?
Visit
www.danncaps.com/m·odelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
Valet Parking - P9sitions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT .
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES
Needs BROWNIE
EATERS immediately!!
For a chance to win up to $10,000
in cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college bo9kstores
or visit our website @
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com
Bart€nders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-20Q_-3263.
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive, thin
(emales who smoke needed for
confidential phone interview (not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and
your call. will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.
Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com
or call 888-318-8094. Training,
bonuses, vacations, you name it,
we got it. No Exp Necessary!
JUMP START YOUR EARNINGS.
Part Time Entrepreneurs Are Making
Full Time Dollars! Listen to:
(24hrs recording) {212) 461-2910.
Then call me at (813) 931-1526
for further details.

Go Shopping, Eat Out, See A Movie...
And Get Paid to Do It!
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com

Make over $1000 weekly.
No selling involved!
. $$Phones are ringing off hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Winter Park, 321-207-0988

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10
Base/Appt PiT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

SPORTS CAREER!
UP To $300-$500 a Wee.kl
Orlando's #1 Advertising Firm
looking to fill openings in Sales,
PR and Entry Level Acct Mgmt.
No exp nee. Will train.
Call Alexis 407-679-2602.

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.

Get Green $600+/week
On campus job marketing electric
vehicles seeks enthusiastic campus
reps. Call Jennifer 212-531-3361
or 917-544-4682.

•PT/FT

• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.worklorstudents.com

$1 OO's to $1,000'.s paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. For free info. rush
self-addressed stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 622772; Oviedo, FL 32762
Internet Users Wanted!!
$20/hour possible while
using the internet. For.details/
online Registration see
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si

INTERNET MARKETING
FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only_ Call 1-888-794-1881

To participate in this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders
o · Willing to make -7 outpatient visits and·complete a diary after
· vaccination
-Compensation up to $250.00 for time and travel
Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net

Assistant Needed: Female in
Wheel Chair needs assist for daily living
activities. Various Hours & good Pay.
Must be very dependable, some
light lifting required. Call Karyn
@ 407-835-8190

.

Full Time Leasing Agent needed
for potential long term employment.
Experience Preferred. Call
407-673-4401 or Fax resume
to 407-998-3787.

Put 300 Scientists to work for you.

Work Anywhere!
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT
or $2000-$5500/mo. FT
www.financialfortune.com
or call 407-497-9922

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conducting
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An ·
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To
Immunize Against Smallpox.

Mommy's Helper Needed
I am Very flexible, PT, I can work
.around your school hours. Good pay!
Call 407-238-4722

Child Care needed in home. ·
Week night evenings only. 5 hours a
nigfit. Please call 407-808-3958. If no
one is home please leave a message.

Community Assistants
Looking 'for motivated
individuals to work at University
House on Alafaya. Call Todd
at 407-277-4007 for more info. or
fax resume to (407) 275-4903.

Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct.
FREE Food, Paint, Equp. & Buffet.
Call Zac at 407~325-0535 'or
zharvey@redstormpaintball.com
for more info.

Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potenti~I. Looking for exciting
and outgoing people. Training
provided. No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965·6520 ext 1-07
Secretary Wanted: Friendly and good
on the phone. Needed between 9am
~ 3pm M-F. Office located a few
miles from UCF on Aloma.
Call @ (407) 679-5000 ask for John
DO YOU LIKE TO GET PAID LATE?
NOW GET PAID FOR IT!
Night Watchman needed at
off-campus housing complex.
Competitive wages. Apply in person.
Collegiate Village Inn. 11850
University Blvd, Orlando. Thanks!

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-:293-3985 ext 1oo

Advertising -Reps
Needed .4 Website.
www.ExtremeSupplements.net
PIT (make your own schedule.
Pays $100-$150/week. Call Extreme
Supplements@ 1·800-476-1720
Responsible & dependable person w/
flexible schedule needed
for.office work. Good phone voice
& energetic personality a must. Sales
~ computer skills a plus . ·
Please call Kim @ (407) 273-7111

For more info. call 1-800-350-8282 or
e-mail information300@aol.com.

Doctor's Office NEEDS:
Part Time Medical Records Assistant
Needed. Flexible Hours. Call
Kim Durand @ 407-380-2216

Em AUTOMOTIVE
FOR SALE: 1992 Mitsubishi Diamante
4-door.automatic with power windows
and locks, great tint job, runs great,
in great shape! Only $3000 Call
Ashleigh 407-375-7322

1986 Mazda 626 LX, 4/dr., 2.0 litre/
4 cyl., Maroon w/tinted windows.
5 spd. Manual. Cold AJC, pwr.. _
everything, Cruise ctrl, Moonroof,
CD, runs great. $1350/obo. Call John
at 407-282-7187 or 407-234-2771.
96 Chrysler Sebring Convertible.
White, Auto., A/C, Pwr windows
& seats. Exe. cond., Warranty.
$6800. Call 407-341-7714.

m

FoRRENT

NEGOTIABLE RENT
for a female student looking for part
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mifrom UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605. APT FOR RENT - 212 $650/mo includes
water, garba:ge, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.
1 bed/bath avail. in Waterford Lakes
Home. Less than 10 min. from UCF.
Fast access DSL, All utilities incl.
Call Lindsay at
(954) 701 ~3806 or (407) 273-5486.

Brand New Custom 3/2/2 in nice,
quiet, gated community .
"The Reserve". Complete with ·
Appliances. 10 min from UCF.
$1200/mo. 407-568-6936.
$475 per month , util/cable includeg,
ameni~ies inclu pool (access
from room), garage parking, W/D,
storage space, pets ok, large
backyard, 5 min from UCF
Quiet neighborhood. Easy access to
417, avail i11Jmediately. Call Sandy
or Mike 407-677-8391

~·
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FoRRENT

2/2 Duplex. 1, 100 sq. ft. in quiet ,
·,.. community. All units are ground floor
with new appliances, tile and carpet.
$725/mnth. Call 407-381-5105 or
407-833-8199.
2 bed/1 bath house in Downtown
Orlando. 1003 Pine Street.
$895/mnth. Call Eric at 321-689-3868.

•

UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up to 1
mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT! Call Ken
. at Apartment Hunters for a FREE
_ search! In office, by fax or
,,. e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.

Student Roommates
Needed in HOUSE.
5 BDRM house 1O min from campus.
Non Smokers only. $400/mo + util.
Call Ryan@ 407-243-6684 or
Mike @ 813-929-8196 for details...

. -----------..
~

.Unique opportunity. Looking for
female student who is good with young ·
- kids and is willing fo clean house in
exchange for room 5 minutes from
UCF M-F only. She must be a
responsible stude.nt willing to help
about 1 hour per day. Mike or Brenda
407 310 3218.

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee
Cell: (352) 978-1960
'
Regional Representative
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

SERVICES

**Fundraising**
more washing cars or candy sales.
Use this unique fundraising opportunity
for your organization. For more info.
call 407-673-0515 or
. colemancomm@earthlink.net
~o

RESUME SERVICE :Specializing
in Student Resumes for entry-level
positions in dream companies.
. Call Leo at 407-970-2289 or email:
studentresurnes@earthlink.net
Resume e·x press.
$25 per resume.
Call 407-322-3945.

ml

ml
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RETAIL

- Unlimited long distance calls
in the US from one phone line
only $35.95 a month or 3 months for
$99 SH $3.00 Credit Cards accepted .
Please call 407-366-8640.

~ON CAMPUS
Dealing With ·Roommates Workshop
Monday, Sept. 23
7:00pm to 8:30pm
.Student Union, Key·West 218B
·pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst

• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Major C!'eclt cCl'ds accepted

SERVICES

(407) 859-3006
Ls~~~filiJD~.!~·,,.,......
FrieJU/ or spouse's birthday?
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFf PACKAGED

WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
MAl'ClIBS, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!
, Gotta order the cake?
Take the hassle out!
Buttercream,
chocolate, carrot ,
_ Cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

Be your own therapist, and stop
wasting time and money. Recorded
message 24 hrs. 212-252-6823

~ON CAMPUS
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

JOIN UCF CKI

C£antastic Sams,·
CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
·

-Experienced Stylists-

uu nuornn

•

S10rutCMS
No Coupon
Required!
Includes Shampoo
and Ute Blow Orv

•

No appointment is
necessarv!

Ask about other UCF specials.
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma ·Center West. of Alafaya)

(40!)

•

SERVICES

380-~626 ·

-·

3 .

FloSf!!.~t'!?~rtrk WGterford Lakes

"A Full Service Florist" ·

Service, Leadership, Fellowship,
and FREE FOOD (if you're lucky)
Monday 6pm Student Union Rm 220
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.oom

rlJ

\\"'·JI·GUARANTEED
.,,.\....

JOB SEARCH
2002 & 2003 EDITION

• More than 1000 leading companies
• Access thousands of job listings
throughout the internet· ·
• Navigate all federal, state and local
government websites·
• Network with professional
organizations
• Learn how to obtain professional
licenses & certifications
· ~ . 100 job search engines-to search
and post resumes

Entrv-Level, Mid-Protessional,
Up To High/Pro Executive Positions
.Attorneys • Management • Administration
Accounta~ts

• Finance • Sales • Teachers

Computer Programmers • IT Pros
Networkers • Maintenance • Mechanics

GREEKS

SISTERHOOD RETREAT
Kappa Delta will be soaking up some
sun this weekend in Cocoa Beach
while h!'lving fun with our sisters.

fm!J

Central
1 Florida's

,

I

Jet Ski Orlando

Frustrated
w/ Traditional .Therapy?
"

Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry
Dedicated to making disciples into
disciple makers to go out and
change the world. 7 p.m. Tue_s days.
Visit www.ucfwesley.org or e-mail
staff@ucfwesley.org.

Recent college grad?
Nol happv with vour current position? .
Get readV tor vour next iob search with

rc

Send a cake to their office!
,

Applicants· Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

m

SERVICES

t

Parts - Sales,· Serviee

Hair Guttery -10% off for Students
on all services .M-F 9am-3pri1
' 1:-iairCyttery in Suncrest Village on
Deah and University by Publix. '
Call. 407-672-3084

m

·*
. - - ".,_!
• F111 & Easy T,..;sportaiion
- • fl'ICID!g Avalahle
~·'
• 2yr unlmited mieage warranty :~

Furnished Large Bedroom, w/d, kitchen
available only $425/mo includes
_utilities. Great Location in Winter Park.
Call 407-657-19:18 or 321-279-3862

German Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only $15/hr
Call 407-6.71 -:.50a.Q. cuA07-761-9627
Ask for Carina!

ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

RELIGION

RETAIL

--------------

m

Air, Hotel, Free FO,OD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn
. 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and .
cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sal_es@studentcity.com today!

Bill Lavender

m

El

TRAVEL
Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com!

.CREDIT .PROBLEMS'? .

2bed/2bath duplex, washer/dryer,
fenced, private, approx. 1 'mile to UCF.
1Ox20 shed in back. Ideal for 2
students. $700/mth. Negotiable.
(407) 977-1591 or e-mail
osb32816@bellsouth.net.

•

rm

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®

MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

This is Your One-Stop Career Shop!
- I will guarantee your satisfact-ion!
There are:-.
1.-More than a thousand companies who
are looking for people like yourself.
2. Almost every City, County, Local
& State Agency.
- 3. Almost every Federal Agency.
4.:weu over a hundred Job Search Engines.
5. Websites to help you throughout your life.

Product Information:
Option "A" Book version only $25
Option "B" Book version & CD-ROM $30
Ordering Information:
Please fill in your info below & mail with check or money order.

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

VourName: - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - VourAddress: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10069 University Blvd.
· Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

Larry S. Wagner (UCF •oo, B.S.B.A.)
P.O. Box 721484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484 ,

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-08n
1-800-393-0051

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us online! , www.allinbloom.com

2~

Allow 4 - 6 weeks for,shipping.
Call -for information: 407 - 79 7 -1 S 7 4
or e-mail any questions to: Lwagner900@aol.com
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Mac OS X Version 10.2 ·
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Madl_
y -lrlexpensive.
Now get macOS Xv 1O.~, for just $49! -·

'7"'- .

The UCF Computer Store and AppleproUCfJy offer a Technology
Showcase Special on OS Xv 10.2Jaguar. Starting September 20,,
· - students, Staff ~md faculty·can purchase OS Xv 10.2 for $49.
Supplies are limited, so lit:nit 5 cop.ies per person ·please!

,

-

1tC.~UCF. computer .

•

www.apple,.com/osx

Store

www.cstore.ucf.edu
~-'

